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THE HALL ALGEBRAS OF SURFACES I
BENJAMIN COOPER AND PETER SAMUELSON
To Charlie Frohman, for his 61st birthday.
Abstract. We study the derived Hall algebra of the partially wrapped Fukaya
category of a surface. We give an explicit description of the Hall algebra for the
disk with m marked intervals and we give a conjectural description of the Hall
algebras of all surfaces with enough marked intervals. Then we use a functoriality
result to show that a graded version of the HOMFLY-PT skein relation holds among
certain arcs in the Hall algebras of general surfaces.
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1. Introduction
The Hall algebra construction of quantum groups has led to many insights in repre-
sentation theory. Fukaya categories are central to the study of symplectic geometry
and topological field theory. In this section we introduce and motivate our study
of the Hall algebras of Fukaya categories of surfaces and their relationship to the
HOMFLY-PT skein algebras.
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1.1. Hall algebras. The Hall algebra HapAq is an invariant of abelian categories
that captures information about the extensions between objects. As a vector space,
HapAq has a basis given by isomorphism classes of objects in A . If A,C P ObpAq{iso
then their product in HapAq is given by
A ¨ C “
ÿ
B
|Ext1pA,CqB|
|HompA,Cq| B (1.1)
where Ext1pA,CqB Ă Ext1pA,Cq is the subset corresponding to short exact se-
quences of the form 0 Ñ C Ñ B Ñ AÑ 0 , see [Bri13, §2.3].
Ringel proved that the positive half of the quantum group Uq` pgq associated to a
simply laced Dynkin quiver Q is isomorphic to the Hall algebra of the corresponding
abelian category of quiver representations
U`q pgq – HapRepFqpQqq
see [Rin90]. Lusztig found a geometric interpretation for this construction which led
to many important results in representation theory [Lus10, Lus90]. The higher cate-
gorical structure present in Lusztig’s work inspired Crane and Frenkel to conjecture
the existence of corresponding 4-dimensional topological field theories [CF94]. These
conjectures represent one of the driving forces behind present interest in categorified
quantum groups [KL09, Rou08, VV11].
Abelian categories of coherent sheaves on curves are similar to categories of quiver
representations because both have homological dimension one. By virtue of Ringel’s
theorem, the Hall algebras of coherent sheaves on curves are analogues of quantum
groups. Although the Hall algebra of the category CohpP1q can be understood terms
of the affine algebra Uqppsl2q , the elliptic Hall algebra, obtained from coherent sheaves
on curves of genus one, has new features and has been the subject of much recent
study. Burban and Schiffmann gave an explicit description of this algebra [BS12] and
showed the relations could be written as Laurent polynomials in parameters q and t ,
which are the eigenvalues of the Frobenius operator acting on the first cohomology of
the curve. Subsequent work has related this algebra to the equivariant K -theory of
Hilbert schemes of points in C2 [SV13b, FT11, Neg14], triply graded knot homology
[GN15, Che13], positivity conjectures in algebraic combinatorics [BGSLX16] and the
AGT conjecture in mathematical physics [SV13a]. Recently, Schiffmann used the
Hall algebras associated to curves of higher genus to compute the Betti numbers of
moduli spaces of Higgs bundles [Sch16].
1.2. Fukaya categories. Homological mirror symmetry postulates a relationship
between the algebraic geometry and the symplectic geometry of a space X and a
potential function W : X_ Ñ C on a mirror space. Each object determines two
triangulated categories: a B-model, associated to a category of coherent sheaves,
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and an A-model, associated to a Fukaya category [Sei08]. The algebraic geometry
underlying the B-model can be understood in terms of vector bundles because a
coherent sheaf is the cokernel of a map f : E1 Ñ E2 between algebraic vector
bundles. On the other hand, Fukaya categories are defined in terms of symplectic
geometry. The objects are Lagrangian submanifolds and a map p : L1 Ñ L2 is a
point p in the intersection L1 X L2 . The composition of maps is associative up to a
collection of coherent homotopies, called an A8 -structure, which is defined in terms
of moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic curves. For some surfaces, a collection of
Lagrangians, which decompose the surface into disks, determine a presentation called
the topological Fukaya category. Many authors have studied Fukaya categories of
surfaces [DK13, Boc16, Nad15, Abo08, STZ14], in this paper we follow the exposition
in [HKK14].
When homological mirror symmetry holds, there are isomorphisms between pairs
of categories:
DbCohpXq „ÝÑ DpiFSpX_,W q and DpiFpXq „ÝÑ DbsingCohpX_,W q (1.2)
where the categories on the right-hand side are constructions which account for singu-
larities [KKOY09]. Since these categories are defined in terms of different geometries
on different spaces, the isomorphisms above determine a dictionary between the sub-
jects which underly their constructions.
From the perspective of homological mirror symmetry, the Hall algebras of coherent
sheaves on curves are invariants of the B-model in dimension 1. In this paper, we
study invariants of the A-model in dimension 1: the Hall algebras of Fukaya categories
of surfaces. We relate these algebras to the HOMFLY-PT skein algebras.
1.3. Skein algebras. The HOMFLY-PT skein algebras HqpSq are constructed topo-
logically and have deep connections to moduli spaces of flat connections on surfaces
and quantum invariants of 3-manifolds. The Goldman Lie algebra of a surface S
is the universal Lie algebra which maps to the Poisson Lie algebras of functions on
the GLnpCq-representation varieties of S [Gol86]. Turaev showed that the algebra
HqpSq is a deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of the Goldman Lie algebra
[Tur91]. On the other hand, after setting the variables in the ground ring to roots of
unity, the skein algebras are known to be intimately related to the SUpkq` Witten-
Reshetikhin-Turaev invariants of 3-manifolds [Tur16, BHMV95, Wit89]. Although
skein algebras and skein modules contain a wealth of structure, their definition is
relatively short.
Definition. If M is an oriented 3-manifold then the HOMFLY-PT skein module
HqpMq consists of R-linear combinations of isotopy classes of framed oriented links
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in M subject to the HOMFLY-PT skein relation:
´ “ pq ´ q´1q (1.3)
and the framing relations
“ v and “ v´1
where R “ krv˘1, q˘1, pq ´ q´1q´1s is the coefficient ring. If S is an orientable
surface then the skein module HqpSq “ HqpS ˆ r0, 1sq is an algebra with a product
HqpSq bRHqpSq Ñ HqpSq determined by the stacking map S ˆ r0, 1s \ S ˆ r1, 2s „ÝÑ
S ˆ r0, 1s .
One goal of this paper is to establish a relationship between these skein algebras
and the Hall algebras of the Fukaya categories of surfaces. The remainder of this
section contains motivation and context for the main construction.
Morton and the second author constructed an isomorphism between the HOMFLY-
PT skein algebra of the torus T 2 and the t “ 1{q specialization of the elliptic
Hall algebra [MS17]. The proof of this isomorphism was by brute force; however, it
seems that it is a rough analogue of an instance of Kontsevich’s homological mirror
symmetry conjecture. In this particular case, mirror symmetry states that the derived
category of coherent sheaves on a complex elliptic curve X is equivalent to the Fukaya
category of a symplectic torus [PZ01]. This gives a hint that the Hall algebra of the
Fukaya category may be related to the skein algebra, at least for the torus.
There is a second way to guess that the Hall algebras of Fukaya categories should
be related to skein algebras. If all of the extensions between two Lagrangians L1
and L2 in the Fukaya category can be realized by Lagrangian surgeries then the
commutator L1 ¨ L2 ´ L2 ¨ L1 in the Hall algebra is given by a sum over all possible
Lagrangians that can be obtained by surgery at the points of intersection L1 X L2 .
For surfaces, the terms in this sum are the same as those in the formula defining the
bracket rL1, L2s in the Goldman Lie algebra. This suggests that the Hall algebra of
a surface is a deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of the Goldman Lie
algebra. By Turaev [Tur91], a candidate for such an algebra is the skein algebra.
There are many technical obstacles to making the intuitions expressed in the last
two paragraphs mathematically meaningful. The next section contains precise state-
ments of results.
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1.4. Statements of results. Two issues complicate defining the Hall algebra of the
Fukaya category. The Fukaya categories are situated within the context of homo-
topy associative categories and the standard Hall algebra construction (1.1) is not
homotopy invariant. Moreover, the Hall algebra is only defined for categories which
satisfy several finiteness properties. For these reasons, we apply Toën’s derived Hall
algebra construction to the derived categories of topological Fukaya categories, see
[Toë06, HKK14]. Sections 2.1 and 4 contain detailed discussions of these definitions.
In Proposition 4.10, the topological Fukaya category FpS,Aq of a marked surface
pS,Mq is shown to satisfy the finiteness conditions required by Toën’s construction
when S is a finitary surface: a compact surface with boundary where each boundary
component contains at least one marked interval.
Although the categories FpS,Aq are defined in terms of a system of arcs A which
cut S into a union of disks, the derived categories DpiFpS,Aq are all equivalent. We
define algebras fpS,Aq , naturally associated to each arc system, which are related by
the isomorphisms induced by the equivalences between derived categories, see Cor.
5.4. To eliminate the dependence on arcs, we define the algebra FpS,Mq as the
colimit of the functor determined by the assignment A ÞÑ fpS,Aq .
FpS,Mq :“ colim
pS,AqPMpS,Mq
fpS,Aq
For brevity, we call this the Fukaya Hall algebra.
Within this context the Fukaya Hall algebra of the disk D2 with m marked inter-
vals is studied in detail. The relationship between the Fukaya category FpD2,Λmq
of the disk equipped with minimal arc system Λm and the category of Am´1 -quiver
representations determines a presentation for the Hall algebra.
Theorem. (5.16) Suppose that the disk with m marked intervals is equipped with a
minimal arc system Λm and foliation data h : Λm Ñ Z. Then the algebra fpD2,Λmq
is the generated by the suspensions of the arcs
ZΛm “ tEi,n : n P Z, Ei P Λmu where Ei,n “ σnEi
subject to the relations listed below.
(R1) Self-extension:
rEi,0, Ei,ksq2p´1qk “ δk,1
q´1
q2 ´ 1 for k ě 1,
(R2) Adjacent commutativity and convolution:
rEi`1,k, Ei,hpiqsqp´1qk`1 “ 0 for k ą 1,
rEi`1,k, Ei,hpiqsqp´1qk “ 0 for k ă 1,
Ei,hpiq “ rEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, . . . , Ei`2,τ ix2y, Ei`1,τ ix1ysq,
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(R3) Far-commutativity:
rEi,0, Ej,ks1 “ 0 for k P Z and |i´ j| ě 2.
(See Notation 4.11 for the necessary definitions.)
The proof of this theorem uses the work of Hernandez and Leclerc, who gave a
description of the derived Hall algebras of categories of quiver representations [HL15,
§8]. Theorem 5.23 constructs presentations for the Hall algebras fpD2, Aq associated
to Fukaya categories of arbitrary arc systems by gluing the algebras associated to
minimal arc systems.
In order to study the behavior of the Fukaya Hall algebras of surfaces using the
Hall algebra of the disk, we establish conditions under which an embedding of marked
surfaces induces a monomorphism of algebras.
Theorem. (§5.1) Suppose that f : pS,Mq Ñ pS 1,M 1q is an embedding of marked
surfaces which induces an injection pi0pMq Ñ pi0pM 1q between the sets of components
of marked intervals. Then f induces a monomorphism f˚ : FpS,Mq Ñ FpS 1,M 1q of
Fukaya Hall algebras.
Given a marked surface pS,Mq with a full arc system A that cuts the surface into
disks pDk,Λmkq , the gluing procedure for disks allows us to define a naive algebra
npS,Aq , see Def. 5.31. This algebra is the free product of the disk algebras fpDk,Λmkq
subject to the gluing relations in Def. 5.22. If pS,Mq has enough marked intervals
then Thm. 5.33 uses the functoriality statement above to construct the map below.
Theorem. (5.33) There is a surjective homomorphism γ from the naive algebra to
the composition subalgebra.
γ : npS,Aq fpS,Aq (1.4)
This map is shown to be an isomorphism for disks in Prop. 5.30. We conjecture
that this holds whenever pS,Mq has enough marked intervals; a property which holds
for many surfaces.
Conjecture. (5.34) The map γ is an algebra isomorphism.
The remainder of the paper shows that a graded analogue of the HOMFLY-PT
skein relation appears as a commutator relation between certain curves in the Fukaya
Hall algebras FpS,Mq of all surfaces. If X and Y are two arcs that intersect then
they represent generators in distinct Hall algebras. However, X and Y play an equal
role within the Fukaya Hall algebra FpS,Mq . It is within this context that a graded
version of the HOMFLY-PT skein relation appears.
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Theorem. (6.11) Suppose that X and Y are graded arcs whose endpoints intersect
four distinct marked intervals in a finitary marked surface pS,Mq. If X and Y
intersect uniquely at a point p then the relation
rX, Y s1 “
" pq ´ q´1qX#pY if ippX, Y q “ 1
0 if ippX, Y q ą 1 (1.5)
holds in the Fukaya Hall algebra FpS,Mq.
The idea of the proof is to enclose the two arcs within a disk pD2, 4q with four
marked intervals. By the functoriality theorem, relations between X and Y are
implied by relations in the Hall algebra FpD2, 4q of the disk. This local computation
in the disk is given in Lemma 6.1.
The commutator relation above is called the graded HOMFLY-PT skein relation
because the curves in FpS,Aq are graded, not oriented. If the foliation used to define
the grading comes from a 1-form then each graded curve inherits an orientation and
Eqn. (1.5) can be pictured in the same manner as the oriented HOMFLY-PT relation
in Eqn. (1.3).
Materials in this paper suggest many extensions and variations of the literature.
For example, we expect that one can extend the Goldman Lie algebras and the
HOMFLY-PT skein algebras to surfaces with boundary and marked intervals using
Thm. 5.16, see Remark 6.10. String topology was introduced by Chas and Sullivan
to provide a context for the Goldman Lie algebra. A relationship between string
topology and the Hall algebras of surfaces would be enlightening. Very recently,
a preprint by Lekili and Polishchuk studies homological mirror symmetry between
partially wrapped Fukaya categories and certain nodal stacky curves [LP17]. Our
construction suggests that a skein relation holds within the Hall algebras of derived
categories of coherent sheaves on these curves. It would be interesting to study these
algebras from the B-model perspective.
1.5. Organization. This paper is organized in the following way.
Section 2 begins with a review of basic facts about Hall algebras and the twisted
derived Hall algebra DHapT q . Section 2.2 recalls the computation of the derived Hall
algebras of simply-laced quivers performed by Hernandez and Leclerc [HL15].
Section 3 contains a detailed study of the quiver algebra DHapAm´1q introduced
in §2.2. Families of special elements zpa,bq,n P DHapAm´1q are introduced and many
relations between them are proven. A summary appears in Appendix II, see Remark
6.2.
Section 4 discusses the topology of graded surfaces §4.1.1, marked surfaces §4.1.2,
and the concept of a finitary surface §4.1.2. Section §4.2 contains the Fukaya category
FpS,Aq and derived Fukaya category DpiFpS,Aq . The section concludes with Prop.
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4.10 which shows that DpiFpS,Aq is a finitary triangulated category when S is a
finitary surface. Section 4.3 features several key results about the Fukaya categories
of disks.
Section 5 introduces the composition subalgebras fpS,Aq in Def. 5.1. These
algebras are combined to form the Fukaya Hall algebras FpS,Mq by Def. 5.6. Section
5.1 contains functoriality results, see Cor. 5.12. The remainder of Section 5 studies
the disk. Theorem 5.16 produces a presentation for fpD2,Λmq the disk with minimal
arc system and Thm. 5.23 extends this result to produce a presentation for fpD2, Aq .
Section 6 contains Theorem 6.11 which shows that certain arcs in the algebras
FpS,Mq satisfy the graded HOMFLY-PT skein relation.
Appendix I relates the elements zpa,bq,n P DHapAm´1q to Lusztig’s PBW basis.
Appendix II contains a useful index of notation, a summary of relations which hold
among the elements zpa,bq,n and some remarks about q -algebra.
1.6. Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank M. Abouzaid, G. Arlie,
A. Appel, B. Gammage, F. Goodman, R. Lipshitz, Y. Lekili, O. Schiffmann and
E. Zaslow for helpful conversations. We would especially like to thank F. Haiden
for patiently answering many questions and C. Frohman for bringing the authors to
Iowa. The work of the second author was funded in part by the European Research
Council grant no. 637618.
2. Hall algebras
2.1. Hall algebras of triangulated categories. If T is a triangulated category
satisfying some modest finiteness conditions then the derived Hall algebra DHpT q
is an invariant of T . The multiplication in this algebra encodes the structure of
extensions between various objects in the category T [Toë06, XX08]. There is a
version DHapT q of this construction which is obtained by twisting the multiplication.
Our main interest is in the invariant DHapT q when T is a triangulated category
obtained from the Fukaya category of a surface.
Notation 2.1. In this section, the ring k is required to be a finite field.
Definition 2.2. An additive k -linear category T is finitary when the two properties
below hold.
(1) For any two objects X, Y P ObpT q , the cardinality of the set HompX, Y q is
finite:
|HompX, Y q| ă 8.
(2) If X P ObpT q is an indecomposable object then the ring of endomorphisms
EndpXq is a finite dimensional local k -algebra.
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A finitary triangulated category T is finitary as an additive k -linear category and
left homologically finite: for any two objects X, Y P ObpT q , the sum below is finite.ÿ
ně0
dimk Ext´npX, Y q ă 8
Remark 2.3. When a triangulated category T is finitary, each set ExtnpX, Y q has
finite cardinality for all n P Z , and the total cardinality Extď0pX, Y q in negative
degree is finite.
Notation 2.4. The following notation simplifies the formula for the product below.
tX, Y u :“
ź
ną0
|Ext´npX, Y q|p´1qn
HompX,LqY :“ tf P HompX,Lq : Cpfq – Y u
Definition 2.5. In the notation above, Toën’s algebra structure constants are defined
to be:
FLX,Y :“ |HompX,LqY ||AutpXq| ¨
tX,Lu
tX,Xu for X, Y, L P ObpT q{iso.
The analogous formula for the Hall algebra of an abelian category does not contain
the terms in the curly braces above. Roughly speaking, these terms compensate for
the difference between the short exact sequences which are used to define the Hall
product for abelian categories and the distinguished triangles, which represent long
exact sequences, used to define the derived Hall product. Using the constants FLX,Y
above, the derived Hall algebra is introduced by the theorem below.
Theorem 2.6 ([XX08, Toë06]). Suppose that T is a finitary triangulated category.
Then the derived Hall algebra of T is the associative algebra determined by the
abelian group DHpT q “ QxObpT q{isoy spanned by isomorphism classes of objects in
T together with the multiplication below.
rXs ¨ rY s :“
ÿ
rLs
FLX,Y rLs
Moreover, an exact equivalence f : T Ñ T 1 of triangulated categories induces an
isomorphism of derived Hall algebras: f˚ : DHpT q „ÝÑ DHpT 1q.
Proof. The statement that DHpT q is an associative algebra is the main theorem of
[XX08]. Invariance under exact equivalences of triangulated categories follows from
the observation that such equivalences induce natural bijections among the sets which
determine the structural constants above. 
We introduce a twisted analogue, DHapT q , of the derived Hall algebra. This
twisting of the Hall product by the Euler form goes back to Ringel [Rin90]; without
it the Serre relations appear somewhat mangled.
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Definition 2.7. Suppose that T is a k -linear triangulated category. Then the
Grothendieck group K0pT q of T is given by
K0pT q :“ ZxObpT qy{ „
where the relation rBs „ rAs ` rCs is imposed whenever there is a distinguished
triangle of the form AÑ B Ñ C Ñ Ar1s . The Euler pairing:
xX, Y y : K0pT q bK0pT q Ñ Z is xX, Y y :“
ÿ
nPZ
p´1qn dimk ExtnpX, Y q.
Since isomorphic objects in T are identified by the relation „ , the quotient map
ObpT q Ñ K0pT q factors through a map ObpT q{iso Ñ K0pT q . By extending this
map additively to a map ZxObpT q{isoy Ñ K0pT q , the Euler pairing can be applied
to elements of the derived Hall algebra DHpT q .
Definition 2.8. The twisted derived Hall algebra DHapT q is determined by an ex-
tension of the abelian group
DHapT q :“ DHpT q bQ Qp?qq (2.1)
where q is the characteristic of the field k . However, multiplication is scaled by the
Euler pairing x´,´y introduced by the previous definition:
rXs ˚ rY s :“ qxY,Xy{2rXs ¨ rY s.
Terminology 2.9. Throughout the remainder of the paper we will refer to the
twisted derived Hall algebra of a triangulated category T as the Hall algebra or
the derived Hall algebra of T .
Remark 2.10. The Hall algebra can be understood as a functor from the groupoid
category of finitary triangulated categories and exact equivalences. This is a restate-
ment of invariance. The construction remains functorial under inclusions between
categories which are full, faithful and exact, but functoriality in any broader sense is
not expected.
2.2. Hall algebras of quivers. Suppose that Q is a simply-laced Dynkin quiver.
Denote by I the vertices of Q and ¨ : Iˆ I Ñ Z the Cartan pairing. Within the cat-
egory of finite dimensional representations RepkpQq there is a unique 1-dimensional
simple module zi associated to each vertex i P I . Since RepkpQq is hereditary,
the derived category of bounded cochain complexes DbpRepkpQqq is a finitary tri-
angulated category when k is a finite field. In the proposition below, we recall a
presentation for the derived Hall algebra
DHapQq :“ DHapDbRepkpQqq (2.2)
which was computed by D. Hernandez and B. Leclerc, see [HL15, Prop. 8.1].
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There are objects zi,n “ zirns in the derived category DbpRepkpQqq of cochain
complexes of Q-representations associated to the n-fold suspension of the simple
module at the ith vertex. Their presentation uses elements zi,n P DHapQq associated
to these objects.
Proposition 2.11 ([HL15]). The derived Hall algebra DHapQq is generated by the
elements zi,n , for i P I, n P Z, which are subject to the relations:
(H1) for n P Z,
zi,nzj,n ´ zj,nzi,n “ 0 if i ¨ j “ 0,
z2i,nzj,n ´ pq ` q´1qzi,nzj,nzi,n ` zj,nz2i,n “ 0 if i ¨ j “ ´1,
(H2) for m P Z and i, j P I ,
zi,nzj,n`1 “ q´i¨jzj,n`1zi,n ` δij q
´1
q2 ´ 1 ,
(H3) for k ą 1 and i, j P I ,
zi,nzj,n`k “ qp´1qki¨jzj,n`kzi,n.
Remark 2.12. When the quiver Q is Am´1 , the generators zi,n of DHapAm´1q are
indexed by vertices I “ ti P Z : 1 ď i ă mu and the Cartan matrix is determined by
the assignments:
i ¨ j “
$&%
2 |i´ j| “ 0,
´1 |i´ j| “ 1,
0 |i´ j| ě 2.
In this case, the relations above can be organized as follows:
rzi,n, zj,ns1 “ 0 when i ¨ j “ 0 (Z1)
rzi,n, rzi,n, zj,nsq¯1sq˘1 “ 0 when i ¨ j “ ´1
rzi,n, zj,n`ksqp´1qki¨j “ δi,jδk,1
q´1
q2 ´ 1 when k ě1 (Z2)
The relations (Z1) are equivalent to (H1). The second equation (Z2) combines (H2)
and (H3) from the definition above.
Remark 2.13. B. Toën remarked on the similarities between his (untwisted) derived
Hall algebra and the lattice algebra LpRepkpQqq introduced by M. Kapranov, see
[Kap98] and [Toë06, §7].
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3. Relations in the quiver algebra
In this section we study relations among certain elements zpa,bq,n P DHapAm´1q
where 1 ď a ă b ď m and n P Z . Each such element is an iterated commutator of
adjacent generators zi,n :
zpa,bq,n “ rzb´1,n, rzb´2,n, r¨ ¨ ¨ , rza`1,n, za,nsqsqsqsq.
When interpreted as an element in the Hall algebra of the Fukaya category of the
disk using the parameterization φi from Prop. 4.14, the element zpa,bq,n is a graded
arc which bisects the disk pD2,mq . The relations shown to hold in this section are
those of arcs in the Hall algebra of the Fukaya category which are needed to establish
the isomorphism in Thm. 5.16.
Definition 3.1. If A is a Zrqs-algebra and taiuni“1 Ă A is a collection of elements
then the right q -bracketing of the word anan´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a2a1 will be denoted by
ran, an´1, . . . , a2, a1sq :“ ran, ran´1, r¨ ¨ ¨ , ra2, a1sqsqsqsq
and, when n “ 1 , ransq “ an .
The proposition below implies that most of the iterated q -bracketings considered
in this paper will not depend on the order in which the q -Lie brackets are applied.
The notation introduced above was chosen to emphasize this observation.
Proposition 3.2. (Rebracketing) Suppose that A is a Zrqs-algebra with elements
taiuni“1 Ă A which satisfy the property:
rai, ajs1 “ 0 when |i´ j| ě 2.
Then any two q -Lie bracketings of the word a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an are equal.
Proof. Equation (6.21) with f “ g “ q shows that if rx, zs1 “ 0 then
rx, ry, zsqsq “ rrx, ysq, zsq when rx, zs1 “ 0. (3.1)
Now the assumption rai, ajs1 “ 0 when |i ´ j| ě 2 implies that if x is any Lie
bracketing of the word ai ¨ ¨ ¨ ak and z is any Lie bracketing of the word ak`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ a`
then rx, zs1 “ 0 since each monomial in x commutes with each monomial in z .
Any Lie bracketing of the word a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an can be related to any other by a sequence
of reassociations:
rx, ry, zsqsq Ø rrx, ysq, zsq
which change the order in which the q -bracket is applied. The previous paragraph
implies that the assumption of Equation (3.1) holds for any such reassociation and
Equation (3.1) shows that performing this operation doesn’t change the resulting
element in A . 
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The corollary below follows from the proposition above and the relation (H1).
Corollary 3.3. Any two q -Lie bracketings of the word zb´1,nzb´2,n ¨ ¨ ¨ za`1,nza,n are
equal in DHapAm´1q, where 1 ď a ă b ď m.
Definition 3.4. In the algebra DHapAm´1q , there are elements zpa,bq,n defined by
zpa,bq,n :“ rzb´1,n, zb´2,n, . . . , za`1,n, za,nsq when 1 ď a ă b ď m.
The corollary also implies the proposition below.
Proposition 3.5. The identity below holds in the algebra DHapAm´1q.
(S0) Finger relation:
rzpb,cq,n, zpa,bq,nsq “ zpa,cq,n for 1 ď a ă b ă c ď m.
Proof. The two sides of the equation differ by reassociation, see Corollary 3.3. 
This is called the finger relation because it states that if you push the interior of a
Lagrangian arc into a boundary point then it can be written as a commutator of the
two arcs into which it splits.
The theorem below establishes the most important relations satisfied by the ele-
ments zpa,bq,n . In the image of the functor φi from Prop. 4.14, zpa,bq,n becomes a
Lagrangian arc between two marked intervals of the disk. From this perspective, the
relations (S2) and (S3) state that the arcs must commute when they are disjoint.
Relation (S1) states that two arcs which intersect admit a surgery and the relation
in Prop. 3.5 above corresponds to the observation that this surgery is associative.
Theorem 3.6. Assume that 1 ď a ă b ă c ă d ď m. Then the relations listed below
hold among the elements zpa,bq,n in the algebra DHapAm´1q.
(S1) Skein relation:
rzpa,cq,n, zpb,cq,n´1sq “ zpa,bq,n,
(S2) Interwoven commutativity:
rzpa,dq,n, zpb,cq,n´1s1 “ 0,
(S3) Distant commutativity:
rzpa,bq,n, zpc,dq,ks1 “ 0.
Before proving the theorem, two lemmas are introduced. The first will serve as
a base case for the inductive proofs of (S1) and (S1’). The second lemma concerns
some useful special cases of the omni-Jacobi identity (OJ).
Notation 3.7. In many of the proofs notation is simplified by taking one of the
gradings to be zero. Any other form of the relation can be obtained from suspension.
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Lemma 3.8. When 1 ď a ă m, the two relations below hold in DHapAm´1q.
rrza`1,n, za,nsq, za`1,n´1sq “ za,n (3.2)
rza,n`1, rza`1,n, za,nsqsq “ za`1,n (3.3)
Proof. To prove the first equation, we use the omni-Jacobi relation (OJ)rq, q2, q´2s :
rx, ry, zsq´1sq3 ` qrz, rx, ysqsq´1 ` q3ry, rz, xsq´2sq´2 “ 0. (3.4)
Using anti-symmetry (AS) to change the order of brackets in the second summand
and setting x “ za`1,0 , y “ za,0 and z “ za`1,´1 shows that the left-hand side of
Eqn. (3.2) is equal to:
“ rza`1,0, rza`1,0, za`1,´1sq´1sq3 ` q3rza,0, rza`1,´1, za`1,0sq´2sq´2
“ 0` q3rza,0, q
´1
q2 ´ 1sq´2 (H2)
“ za,0
The second equation is argued similarly. Setting q to q´1 in Eqn. (3.4)
and applying (AS) gives: rz, ry, xsqsq “ q2rx, ry, zsqsq´3 ` q´1ry, rz, xsq2sq2 . Af-
ter setting z “ za,1 , y “ za`1,0 and x “ za,0 and applying (H2), we find that
0` q´1rza`1,0,´q2 q´1q2´1sq2 “ za`1,0 .

Proof. (of Thm. 3.6) The proof of the theorem requires four steps. The first step is
to note that relation (S3) follows from (H3), see Lem. 6.20. The second step is to
prove (S1) while assuming that c´ b “ 1 . In Step 3, (S2) is established. In the last
step, (S1) is established in complete generality.
Step 2: Assuming c´ b “ 1 , we prove (S1) by induction on the quantity c´ a . Note
that c ´ b “ 1 implies zpb,cq,0 “ zb,0 . The base case is c ´ a “ 2 which is (3.2). For
the inductive step:
rzpa´1,cq,1, zb,0sq “ rrzpa,cq,1, za´1,1sq, zb,0sq (RB)
“ rrzpa,cq,1, zb,0sq, za´1,1sq (6.19)& (S3)
“ rzpa,bq,1, za´1,1sq (induction)
“ zpa´1,bq,1 (RB)
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Step 3: We prove (S2). First assume c´ b “ 1 so that zpb,cq,0 “ zb,0 . It follows that
rzpa,dq,1, zb,0s1 “ ´rzb,0, zpa,dq,1s1 (AS)
“ ´rzb,0, rzpb`1,dq,1, zpa,b`1q,1sqs1 (S0)
“ rzpa,b`1q,1, rzb,0, zpb`1,dq,1sqs1 ` rzpb`1,dq,1, rzpa,b`1q,1, zb,0sqs1 (OJ)r1, 1, qs
“ rzpa,b`1q,1, rzb,0, zpb`1,dq,1sqs1 ` rzpb`1,dq,1, zpa,bq,1s1 (Step 1)
“ rzpa,b`1q,1, rzb,0, zpb`1,dq,1sqs1 ` 0 (S3)
“ rzpa,b`1q,1, rzb,0, rzpb`2,dq,1, zb`1,1sqsqs1 (RB)
“ rzpa,b`1q,1, rzpb`2,dq,1, rzb,0, zb`1,1sqsqs1 (6.20)
“ rzpa,b`1q,1, rzpb`2,dq,1, q´1{pq2 ´ 1qsqs1 (S3)
“ 0
The general case for (S2) is implied by writing zpb,cq,0 “ rzpb`1,cq,0, zb,0sq and observing
that both terms in the commutator commute with zpa,dq,1 by induction.
Step 4: The general case of (S1) follows by the induction on the number c´ b below.
rzpa,cq,1, zpb´1,cq,0sq “ rzpa,cq,1, rzpb,cq,0, zb´1,0sqsq (RB)
“ ´qrzpa,cq,1, rzb´1,0, zpb,cq,0sq´1sq (AS)
“ ´qrzb´1,0, rzpa,cq,1, zpb,cq,0sqsq´1 (6.20) & (S2)
“ ´qrzb´1,0, zpa,bq1sq´1 (induction)
“ rzpa,bq,1, zb´1,0sq (AS)
“ zpa,b´1q,1 (induction)

The relation (S1) generalizes Eqn. (3.2) in Lem. 3.8. The proposition below
generalizes the second relation in this lemma.
Proposition 3.9. In the algebra DHapAm´1q the following relation holds.
(S1’) Opposite skein relation:
rzpa,bq,n`1, zpa,cq,nsq “ zpb,cq,n for 1 ď a ă b ă c ď m.
Proof. The proof below will use two specializations of the omni-Jacobi identity (OJ):
rx, ry, zsqsq´1 ` rz, rx, ys1s1 ` q´1ry, rz, xsqsq “ 0
rx, ry, zsq´1sq ` qry, rz, xs1sq´2 ` q´1rz, rx, ysqsq “ 0
The first relation follows from the choices a “ 1 , b “ q´1 and c “ q , while the second
is obtained by setting a “ q´1 , b “ q2 and c “ 1 .
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We proceed by induction on the length ` “ a ´ b of the element zpa,bq,1 . If ` “ 1
then zpa,bq,1 “ za,1 and we calculate
rza,1, zpa,cq,0sq “ rza,1, rzc´1,0, zpa,c´1q,0sqsq (RB)
“ ´qrzc´1,0, rzpa,c´1q,0, za,1sq´1sq
` q2rzpa,c´1q,0, rza,1, zc´1,0s1sq´2 (OJ)rq´1, q2, 1s
“ ´qrzc´1,0, rzpa,c´1q,0, za,1sq´1sq ` q2rzpa,c´1q,0, 0sq´2 (H3) & (AS)
“ rzc´1,0, zpa`1,c´1q,0sq (AS) & (RB)
“ zpa`1,cq,n
When the length, ` “ a´ b ą 1 , we proceed again by induction.
rzpa,bq,1, zpa,cq,0sq “ rrzb,1, zpa,b´1q,1sq, zpa,cq,0sq (RB)
“ qrzpa,b´1q,1, rzpa,cq,0, zb,1s1s1 ` rzb,1, rzpa,b´1q,1, zpa,cq,0sqsq (OJ)r1, q´1, qs
“ rzb,1, zpb´1,cq,0sq ` rzb,1, 0sq (S2)
“ zpb,cq,0 (RB)

The proposition below shows that the elements zpa,bq,n satisfy (Z2). This will be
used in Lem. 5.19.
Proposition 3.10. The elements zpa,bq,n P DHapAm´1q satisfy the relation below.
(S4) Self-skein relation:
rzpa,bq,n, zpa,bq,n`ksq2p´1qk “ δk,1
q´1
q2 ´ 1 for k ě 1 and 1 ď a ă b ď m.
Proof. When k “ 1 and b ´ a “ 1 the statement is equivalent to Eqn. (Z2). If
b´ a ą 1 then the expression rzpa,bq,0, zpa,bq,1sq´2 is equal to
“ ´q´2rzpa,bq,1, zpa,bq,0sq2 (AS)
“ ´q´2rzpa,bq,1, rzpa`1,bq,0, za,0sqsq2 (RB)
“ ´q´2p´q2rza,0, rzpa,bq,1, zpa`1,bq,0s ´ q2rzpa`1,bq,0, rza,0, zpa,bq,1sq´1s1q (OJ)rq2, 1, q´1s
“ rza,0, za,1sq´2 ` rzpa`1,bq,1, rza,0, zpa,bq,1sq´1s1 (S1)
“ q
´1
q2 ´ 1 ´ q
´1rzpa`1,bq,1, zpa`1,bq,1s1 (Z2) & (S1’)
“ q
´1
q2 ´ 1
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When k ě 2 , each monomial in zpa,bq,0 q -commutes with each monomial in zpa,bq,k .
In particular, rzi,0, zj,ksqp´1qkaij “ 0 where the Am´1 “ paijq is the Cartan matrix, see
Rmk. 2.12. Then Lemma 6.20 implies rzpa,bq,0, zpa,bq,ksq2p´1qk “ 0 since
ř
i,j aij “ 2 .

4. Fukaya categories
This section reviews the definition of the topological Fukaya categories; we follow
[HKK14]. The first part of Section 4.1 introduces gradings on surfaces and curves.
The second part of the section recalls marked surfaces and arc systems. These two
ideas are combined in Section 4.2 in order to define the Fukaya category FpS,Aq of
a surface and its associated derived category DpiFpS,Aq . The last section discusses
the special case of the disk. The interested reader may consult the references [DK13,
Boc16, Nad15].
For convenience, all of the surfaces are assumed to be compact and oriented in
what follows.
4.1. Graded topology and marked surfaces. The section begins with graded
surfaces and graded curves. The key point is that an intersection point of any two
graded curves comes with an integer, ippc1, c2q , called the intersection index. A shift
operator σ , which acts on graded curves is introduced, marked surfaces are introduced
as graded surfaces with corners, and arc systems on marked surfaces are discussed.
If X is a space then denote by Π1pX, x, yq the set of homotopy classes of paths
from x to y in X . There is a composition pα, βq ÞÑ α ¨ β given by concatenation of
paths.
4.1.1. Graded surfaces and graded curves. A grading η P ΓpPpTSqq of an oriented
surface S is a section of the projectivized tangent bundle PpTSq . As ηp P PpTpSq is
a line in the tangent space TpS at each point p P S , a grading of S is a foliation of
S by lines. A graded surface is a pair pS, ηq consisting of a oriented surface and a
grading on S .
A map pS, ηSq Ñ pT, ηT q of graded surfaces is a pair pf, f˜q where f : S Ñ T is an
orientation preserving local diffeomorphism and f˜ is a homotopy from f˚ηT to ηS ;
i.e. f˜ P Π1pΓpPpTSqq, f˚ηT , ηSq . If pf, f˜q : S Ñ T and pg, g˜q : R Ñ S are maps of
graded surfaces then there is a composite map pf ˝ g, pg˚f˜q ¨ g˜q : R Ñ T . There is
a shift automorphism σ “ p1S, σq : S Ñ S where σ is the generator of pi1pPpTpSqq
determined by the orientation at each point p P S , see [HKK14, §2.1].
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A graded curve c in a graded surface pS, ηq is a triple pI, c, c˜q in which I is a
1-manifold, c : I Ñ S is an immersion and c˜ is a path from ηcptq to the tangent line
9cptq for each t P I ; i.e. c˜ P Π1pΓpc˚PpTSqq, c˚η, 9cq .
If pI, c, c˜q is a graded curve in a graded surface pS, ηq and pf, f˜q : pS, ηq Ñ pT, ρq
is a map of graded surfaces then the pushforward f˚pcq of c by f is the graded curve
pI, f ˝ c, pc˚f˜q ¨ c˜q in T . If c is a graded curve in a graded surface then the n-fold
suspension of c is σnc “ crns “ pσnq˚pcq for n P Z .
If two graded curves pI1, c1, c˜2q and pI2, c2, c˜2q intersect at a point, c1pt0q “ p “
c2pt1q , then there is an intersection index:
ippc1, c2q :“ c˜1pt1q ¨ κ ¨ c˜2pt2q´1 P pi1pPpTpSqq (4.1)
where κ is the shortest counterclockwise path from 9c1pt1q to 9c2pt2q . The intersection
index satisfies the equations:
ippc1, c2q ` ippc2, c1q “ 1 and ippc1rns, c2rmsq “ ippc1, c2q ` n´m. (4.2)
4.1.2. Marked surfaces. When a surface S has corners, the smooth part of its bound-
ary BS “ B0S\B1S is a disjoint union of closed 1-manifolds, B0S , and open intervals,
B1S . A marked surface is a surface S with corners together with a subset M Ă BS
of the boundary which contains each closed component, B0S Ă M , and every other
component of B1S .
A marked surface is finitary when it is compact, has boundary and there is at
least one marked interval on each boundary component. Proposition 4.10 shows that
finitary surfaces have finitary Fukaya categories in the sense of Definition 2.2.
An arc in a marked surface S is a closed embedded interval which intersects M
transversely at its endpoints and is not isotopic to an interval in M . Arcs are
considered up to isotopies in which endpoints may move within respective components
of M . A boundary arc is an arc which is isotopic to the closure of a component of
BSzM . An internal arc is an arc which is not a boundary arc.
An arc system A in S is a collection of pairwise disjoint non-isotopic arcs. A
full arc system is an arc system A containing all boundary arcs that cuts S into a
collection of disks. A map f : pS,Mq Ñ pT,Nq of marked surfaces is an orientation
preserving immersion which satisfies fpMq Ă N and maps the boundary arcs of S to
disjoint non-isotopic arcs in T . Note that such maps are not necessarily closed under
composition. If f also takes arcs in an arc system for S to arcs in an arc system
for T then f induces a strict A8 -functor between associated Fukaya categories. For
further discussion see [HKK14, §3].
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The illustration above features a marked disk D2 . Thin lines are used to denote
the arc system A . This arc system consists of eight boundary arcs and two internal
arcs. The thick lines can be thought of as marked intervals or boundary paths, see
Def. 4.2.
4.2. A8 -categories and the Fukaya category. The purpose of this section is to
introduce an A8 -category FpS,Aq associated to a graded marked surface S with
an arc system A . This A8 -category determines a triangulated category DpiFpS,Aq .
The convention is to refer to both FpS,Aq and DpiFpS,Aq as Fukaya categories.
The central concern of this paper is to study the Hall algebra of the triangulated
category DpiFpS,Aq .
4.2.1. The Fukaya category.
Definition 4.1. An A8 -category C consists of a collection of objects ObpCq and
Z-graded k -module of morphisms HompX, Y q for each pair of objects X, Y P ObpCq
together with maps
µd : HompXd´1, Xdq b ¨ ¨ ¨ bHompX0, X1q Ñ HompX0, Xdqr2´ ds, d ě 1
which satisfy the relations
dÿ
m“0
d´mÿ
n“0
p´1q;nµd´m`1pfd, . . . , fn`m`1, µmpfn`m, . . . , fn`1q, fn, . . . , f1q “ 0
where ;n “ |fn|` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |f1|´ n and d ě 1 .
An A8 -category C is said to be strictly unital when there is a unique degree zero
morphism 1X P Hom0pX,Xq for each X P ObpCq which satisfies:
µ2pf, 1Xq “ f, p´1q|g|µ2p1X , gq “ g (4.3)
and µdp. . . , 1X , . . .q “ 0 when d ‰ 2,
for any maps f : AÑ X or g : X Ñ B and any object X P ObpCq .
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Definition 4.2. pFpS,Aqq If S is an oriented graded marked surface and A is an arc
system then there is an A8 -category FpS,Aq with objects ObpFpS,Aqq “ A given
by the set of graded arcs in A . The morphisms in FpS,Aq are k -linear combinations
of boundary paths.
Given two distinct arcs X and Y in A , a boundary path from X to Y is a non-
constant path in A which starts on an endpoint of X , follows the reverse orientation
of the boundary and ends on an endpoint Y . When X and Y coincide, the trivial
path 1X is considered a boundary path. The degree of a boundary path γ : r0, 1s Ñ S
from X to Y is given by
|γ| :“ iγp0qpX, γq ´ iγp1qpY, γq
for any grading of γ .
The A8 -structure on FpS,Aq is defined below.
pµ1q The map µ1 is always zero.
pµ2q The map µ2 is given by concatenation of boundary paths: if a and b can
be concatenated then
µ2pb, aq :“ p´1q|a|a ¨ b,
otherwise, µ2pb, aq :“ 0 .
pµmq Suppose that pD2,Λq is a disk with m marked intervals and m ě 3 .
Let Λ be the boundary arcs and tc1, . . . , cmu the boundary paths between
them ordered cyclically according to the reverse disk orientation. Then a disk
sequence is a collection of boundary paths tf ˝ c1, . . . , f ˝ cmu in pS,Aq for
some map f : pD2,Λq Ñ pS,Aq of marked surfaces.
If a1, . . . , am is a disk sequence and b is a boundary path then
µmpam, . . . , a1 ¨ bq :“ p´1q|b|b or µmpb ¨ am, . . . , a1q :“ b
when a1 ¨ b ‰ 0 or b ¨ am ‰ 0 respectively; otherwise the map µm is defined
to be zero.
The definition above determines an A8 -category, see [HKK14, Prop. 3.1].
4.2.2. The split-closed derived Fukaya category. The remainder of this section is con-
cerned with the construction of a triangulated category DpipCq associated to an A8 -
category C . This category DpipCq is the homotopy category of the A8 -category
ΠTwpΣCq of split-closed twisted complexes in the additivization of C . Definition 4.3
concerns the additiviation ΣC , Definition 4.4 involves twisted complexes and Propo-
sition 4.6 discusses split-closure.
The additivization of C is determined by adding formal direct sums and grading
shifts.
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Definition 4.3. pΣCq The additivization ΣC of an A8 -category C has objects
ObpΣpCqq given by formal direct sums: ‘ni“1Vi b Xi where Vi is a Z-graded k -
module and Xi P ObpCq . Maps between formal direct sums are given by matrices of
maps between summands:
HomΣCpV bX,W b Y q :“ HompV,W q bHompX, Y q.
The A8 -structure is extended by:
µkpfk b ak, . . . , f1 b a1q “ p´1q
ř
iăj |fi|p|aj |´1qfk ¨ ¨ ¨ f1 b µkpak, . . . , a1q.
The category of twisted complexes TwpCq is determined by adding representatives
for all mapping cones to the category C .
Definition 4.4. pTwpCqq A twisted complex pX, δXq is a finite sum X “ ‘ni“1Xi
of formally graded objects in C along with a strictly lower triangular matrix δX “
pδijq1ďi,jďn , δij P Hom1pXj, Xiq that satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation:ÿ
ně0
µnpδX , . . . , δXq “ 0.
Maps between twisted complexes are given by matrices of maps between various
summands:
HomTwpCqppX, δXq, pY, δY qq :“ ‘i,jHompXi, Yjq.
If pX0, δX0q, . . . , pXd, δXdq is a sequence of twisted complexes and fi “ pf jki q where
pf jki q P HomTwpCqppXi´1, δXi´1q, pXi, δXiqq then the map µTwpCqd is defined by
µ
TwpCq
d pfd, . . . , f1q “
ÿ
jd,...,j0ě0
µd`j0`¨¨¨`jdpδXd , . . . , δXd , fd, δXd´1 ,
δXd´1 , . . . , δXd´1 , fd´1, . . . , f1, δX0 , . . . , δX0q
where each group of δXi factors appear ji times. This determines the A8 -category
TwpCq of twisted complexes.
The objects of TwpCq are, not necessarily uniquely, built out of successive applica-
tions of the mapping cone construction.
In an A8 -category C , there is a degree 1 map, µ1 : HompX0, X1q Ñ HompX0, X1q ,
for each pair of objects X0, X1 P ObpCq , which satisfies µ1 ˝µ1 “ 0 ; the simplest A8 -
relation above. Taking homology everywhere with respect to these maps produces
the homotopy category defined below.
Definition 4.5. pH0pCqq The homotopy category H0pCq of an A8 -category C is
the k -linear category with the same objects as C and morphisms given by homology
classes of maps rf s P H˚pHompX, Y q, µ1q for each X, Y P ObpCq . The composition
is defined by
rf2s ˝ rf1s :“ p´1q|f1|rµ2pf2, f1qs.
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Although the homotopy category of the category of twisted complexes is a trian-
gulated category, in order to satisfy the technical assumptions made by the derived
Hall construction, it is necessary to take the split-closure ΠTwpCq of the category of
twisted complexes, see Prop. 4.10. This adds to an A8 -category objects representing
the images of homotopy idempotents.
Proposition 4.6. If C is an A8 -category then a split-closure ι : C Ñ ΠC is an
A8 -category such that
(1) H0pΠCq is split-closed,
(2) ι induces a full and faithful functor on homotopy categories,
(3) every object in the category H0pΠCq is isomorphic to the image of an idem-
potent endomorphism in C ,
see [Sei08, I.(4c)]. The split-closure is unique up to homotopy and preserves trian-
gularity. In more detail, every A8 -category C has a split-closure C Ñ ΠC . Any
two split-closures ι1 : C Ñ Π1C and ι2 : C Ñ Π2C for a given A8 -category C are
quasi-equivalent via a functor f : Π1C „ÝÑ Π2C which satisfies f ˝ ι1 » ι2 , see [Sei08,
Lem. 4.7]. The split-closure of a triangulated A8 -category is triangulated, see [Sei08,
Lem. 4.8].
In particular, the last lemma cited above ensures that the homotopy category
H0pΠTwpCqq is a split-closed triangulated category in the usual sense. The remark
below summarizes two properties of the split-closure from Seidel.
Remark 4.7. There is a homologically fully-faithful embedding of the split-closure
Z : ΠC Ñ C -mod inside of the category of A8 -functors from C to chain complexes
Chk . If Y P ObpCq and ℘Y is a homotopy idempotent then one can associate a
C -module ZY : C Ñ Chk , defined on objects by ZY pXq “ HomCpX, Y qrqs [Sei08,
p.56]. By [Sei08, Lem. 4.4], the homology of this module is given by HpZY qpXq “
pYHomHpCqpX, Y q where pY “ r℘1Y s . By [Sei08, Lem. 4.5], if M is any C -module
then HomHpC -modqpZY ,Mq “ HpMqpY qpY .
After setting M “ ZX , where ZX is the Yoneda module associated to the homo-
topy idempotent ℘X , the two lemmas combine to show:
HomH0pΠCqpY,Xq “ HomH0pC -modqpZY , ZXq
“ HpZXqpY qpY
“ pXHomH0pCqpY,XqpY
where pX “ r℘1Xs .
Sometimes this construction is called the idempotent completion or Karoubi enve-
lope.
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Definition 4.8. pDpipCqq If C is an A8 -category then the split-closed derived cate-
gory DpipCq of C is the homotopy category of the split-closed twisted complexes on
the additivization of C .
DpipCq :“ H0pΠTwpΣCqq
Remark 4.9. For any A8 -category C , there is a category of modules C -mod into
which ΠTwpΣCq embeds homologically fully faithfully. The split-closed derived cate-
gory DpipCq is the smallest split-closed triangulated subcategory of H0pC -modq con-
taining the image of the Yoneda embedding.
Definition 4.8 above allows us to construct a triangulated category DpiFpS,Aq from
the A8 -category introduced in Def. 4.2 above. The majority of this paper concerns
the computation of the derived Hall algebras of these categories. The proposition
below verifies that Fukaya categories associated to finitary surfaces are finitary tri-
angulated categories. For a discussion of finitary surfaces see Section 4.1.2. See
Definition 2.2 for a discussion of finitary triangulated categories.
Proposition 4.10. The derived category DpiFpS,Aq of the Fukaya category of a
finitary surface S is a finitary triangulated category.
Proof. Since S is finitary, there is a marked interval on each boundary component so
that HompX, Y q in the Fukaya category FpS,Aq is always finite dimensional. Maps
between objects in ΣC are finite matrices of maps between objects in C .
If the mapping spaces HomH0pCqpX, Y q are finite dimensional then the mapping
spaces HomH0pTwCqpX, Y qq must be finite dimensional. This is because any twisted
complex X is the total complex of a Postnikov system:
τ1X
fX1ÝÝÑ τ2X f
X
2ÝÝÑ τ3X Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ τ`XX “ X
where the cone CpfXn q » CXn P ObpCq . So that if Y P ObpCq then, for each n , the
long exact sequence:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Extipτn´1X, Y q Ñ ExtipτnX, Y q Ñ ExtipCXn´1, Y q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
together with finite dimensionality of Ext˚pτn´1X, Y q and Ext˚pCXn´1, Y q implies
finite dimensionality of Ext˚pτnX, Y q . If both X, Y P TwpCq then using the long
exact sequence:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ð ExtipX, τmY q Ð ExtipX, τm´1Y q Ð ExtipX,CYm´1q Ð ¨ ¨ ¨
together with finite dimensionality of Ext˚pX, τm´1Y q and Ext˚pCYm´1, Y q implies
finite dimensionality of Ext˚pX, τmY q . Therefore, H˚pHomTwCpX, Y qq is finite di-
mensional for all X, Y P ObpTwCq .
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If C is an A8 -category and H0pCq has finite dimensional Hom-spaces then H0pΠCq
has finite dimensional Hom-spaces since:
dim pXHomH0pCqpY,XqpY ď dimHomH0pCqpY,Xq
see Remark 4.7.
By the above argument EndpXq is finite dimensional for each X P ObpDpiFpS,Aqq .
Finite dimensional k -algebras are examples of semiperfect rings. Since DpiFpS,Aq
is split-closed, the category DpiFpS,Aq is Krull-Schmidt. In particular, when X is
indecomposable the algebra EndpXq is local, see [Hen14, Cor. 4.4, Prop. 4.9].
Lastly, when S is finitary, the Fukaya category is homologically proper by [HKK14,
Cor. 3.1]. This stronger condition implies that DpiFpS,Aq is left-homologically
finite. 
4.3. The Fukaya category of the disk. The special case of the disk pD2,mq with
m marked intervals is discussed. When equipped with a foliation, there is a natural
choice of a minimal arc system Λm for pD2,mq . Two propositions are stated after the
introduction of some notation. The first proposition states that any one arc in Λm is
isomorphic to a twisted complex consisting of the other arcs in DpiFpD2,Λmq . The
second proposition identifies the category DpiFpD2,Λmq with the derived category
of Am´1 -quiver representations.
Notation 4.11. Denote by pD2,mq the oriented disk D2 with m marked intervals
equipped with minimal full arc system Λm consisting only of boundary arcs. Fol-
lowing the reverse orientation induces a cyclic ordering of the boundary arcs so that
Λm “ tEiuiPZ{m ; the labelling i P Z{m of the arc Ei from the ith to the i ` 1st
marked interval is unique up to cyclic shift. The group Z “ xσy acts on Λm by
suspension and so we set Ei,n “ σnEi and ZΛm “ tEi,n : i P Z{m,n P Zu . The
subscript m will be dropped from Λm when it can be inferred by other means.
The Fukaya category uses the foliation η to determine the degree |ai| of the unique
map ai : Ei Ñ Ei`1 for each i P Z{m . This information can be recorded more simply
as a map h : Λm Ñ Z , hpEiq “ |ai| “ ippEi, Ei`1q , which satisfies the equationÿ
EiPΛm
hpEiq “ m´ 2.
Any such map will be called foliation data. We will consistently abbreviate notation
by writing hpEiq “ hpiq .
Remark 4.12. For this equation to hold, it is essential for the disk to be a manifold
with corners, see Section 4.1.2. If a disk is realized as a subset of the plane so that
each edge is a straight line then it must be a convex polygon.
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There is also a function x´y : Λm Ñ Z which will be used to express the shift of
j th arc, Ej , which occurs when expressing the ith arc, Ei , in terms of the other
arcs: Ei`1, Ei`2, . . . , Ei`m´1 , see Prop 4.13.
xky :“
k´1ÿ
j“1
p1´ hpjqq (4.4)
In this notation, x1y “ 0 . When we wish to emphasize the dependence of the function
x´y on the function h , we will write x´yh .
The permutation τ “ p1, 2, . . . ,mq acts on the arc system Λm by τ ipjq “ i`j . This
induces an action of τ on the set of Z-linear combinations of functions HompΛm,Zq .
Notice that there is an inclusion Z ãÑ HompΛm,Zq determined by taking an integer
n to the constant function on Λm with value n . For example, τ iphpjqq “ hpi ` jq
and τ ixky “ řp1´hpi` jqq . The action of τ is further extended to elements Ei,fpmq ,
where f is a Z-linear combination of functions on Λm . For example,
τ ipEj,3`xjyq “ Ei`j,3`τ ixjy.
The two propositions below concern basic properties of the Fukaya categories
FpD2,Λq . The first proposition says that any arc can be recovered from the others
in the Fukaya category of the disk.
Proposition 4.13. Suppose that Ei P Λ “ tEiuiPZ{m is an arc in a minimial arc
system for the disk pD2,mq equipped with foliation data h : Λ Ñ Z. Then the arc Ei
is isomorphic to the following twisted complex of the remaining arcs ΛztEiu in the
Fukaya category DpiFpD2,Λq:
Ei`1,τ ix1y
ai`1ÝÝÑ Ei`2,τ ix2y ai`2ÝÝÑ Ei`3,τ ix3y Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ai`m´2ÝÝÝÝÑ Ei`m´1,τ ixm´1y.
The maps ai : Ei Ñ Ei`1,τ ix1y and ai`n´1 : Ei`m´1,τ ixm´1y Ñ Ei establish this
isomorphism, see [HKK14, §3.3].
The proposition above states that the arc Ei can be expressed as iterated cones on
the arcs ΛztEiu . The objects Ej in subcategory of FpD2,Λq formed by the remaining
arcs ΛztEiu can be identified with the simple modules zj associated to vertices of the
Am´1 -quiver. The next proposition states that this identification induces an exact
equivalence of categories.
Proposition 4.14. Suppose that k is a field and DpiFpD2,Λq is the k -linear Fukaya
category of the disk with m marked intervals equipped with minimal arc system Λ “
tEiuiPZ{m and foliation data h : Λ Ñ Z. If Ei P A is a fixed arc then there is a exact
equivalence:
φi : DbpRepkpAm´1qq Ñ DpiFpD2,Λq
determined by taking the simple module associated to the jth vertex zj to the arc
Ei`j,τ ixjy .
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For more detailed discussion, see [Nad15, Prop. 6.7] or [HKK14, §6.2].
Example 4.15. In the special case of the disk with three points, there is a exact
triangle in the Fukaya category DpiFpD2,Λq of the form:
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ E1,1 Ñ E2,1´hp1q Ñ E3,hp3q Ñ E1,0 a1ÝÑ E2,´hp1q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
shifting by hp1q´1 and using the relation hp1q`hp2q`hp3q “ 1 makes the E2 arc a
term in degree zero, and shifting again gives the sequence corresponding to E3 . The
three fundamental distinguished triangles are
E2,1´hp1q Ñ E3,hp3q Ñ E1,0, E3,1´hp2q Ñ E1,hp1q Ñ E2,0
and E1,1´hp3q Ñ E2,hp2q Ñ E3,0.
They are related by iterated applications of the axioms (TR1) and (TR2).
Corresponding to each triangle, there are exact equivalences φi,n : DbpRepkpA2qq Ñ
DpiFpD2,Λq , i P Z{3 and n P Z determined by the assignments
z1 ÞÑ Ei,n and z2 ÞÑ Ei`1,1´hpiq`n.
When n “ 0 , we recover φi in Prop. 4.14 above.
5. Hall algebras of surfaces
In this section we construct the Fukaya Hall algebra FpS,Mq of a finitary graded
surface S with marked intervals M . This algebra is determined by the property that
there is a natural isomorphism
fpS,Aq „ÝÑ FpS,Mq
for any full arc system A of pS,Mq where fpS,Aq is the composition subalgebra of
the Hall algebra DHapDpiFpS,Aqq introduced in Def. 5.1.
The remainder of this section studies the Hall algebras of disks fpD2, Aq . In this
case the distinction between composition subalgebra and Hall algebra disappears.
The main result is a presentation for fpD2, Aq . This is accomplished by finding an
explicit presentation for the minimal arc system fpD2,Λmq and recovering fpD2, Aq
from gluing copies of the algebras fpD2,Λmq together.
5.1. The Hall algebra of a surface. The section begins by introducing the com-
position subalgebra fpS,Aq associated to a graded oriented finitary surface S with
full arc system A . Then functoriality statements are proven from which it follows
that fpS,Aq is functorial in A . The Fukaya Hall algebra FpS,Mq is defined as the
colimit of these algebras over all possible full arc systems. The section concludes
by establishing functoriality results. In particular, criteria in which the disk algebra
FpD2,mq embeds in the surface algebra FpS,Mq are introduced.
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The composition subalgebra fpS,Aq is the subalgebra of the derived Hall algebra
generated by all of the arcs in A and their suspensions.
Definition 5.1. (fpS,Aq) Suppose that pS,Aq is a finitary oriented graded surface
equipped with a full arc system A . By Prop. 4.10 and Thm. 2.6 there is a derived
Hall algebra of the Fukaya category. Let k be the field with q elements. Then there
is a canonical homomorphism:
κ : F pZAq Ñ DHapDpiFpS,Aqq
from the free Qp?qq-algebra on the set ZA “ tσna : n P Z, a P Au of suspensions of
the arcs in A to the derived Hall algebra of the Fukaya category DpiFpS,Aq . The
composition subalgebra fpS,Aq is the image of κ :
fpS,Aq :“ F pZAqkerpκq
Remark 5.2. The terminology ‘composition subalgebra’ is not necessarily standard
in the derived setting.
The next proposition shows that maps between marked surfaces which induce full
and faithful functors between Fukaya categories induce embeddings between compo-
sition subalgebras.
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that f : pS,Mq Ñ pS 1,M 1q is a map of marked surfaces
equipped with full arc systems A and A1 respectively, and that f takes arcs in A to
arcs in A1 . If the induced functor FpS,Aq Ñ FpS 1, A1q is full and faithful then there
is an algebra monomorphism f˚ : fpS,Aq Ñ fpS 1, A1q which is uniquely determined
by the requirement that f˚paq “ fpaq P A1 for all a P A.
Moreover, this assignment is functorial in the sense that if f : S Ñ S 1 , g : S 1 Ñ S2
and g ˝ f : S Ñ S2 is a map of marked surfaces then pg ˝ fq˚ “ g˚ ˝ f˚ .
Proof. Since µ1 “ 0 in Def. 4.2, a functor which is full and faithful must be homo-
logically full and faithful. Any such functor extends to a full and faithful functor
between additivizations of categories. By Seidel [Sei08, Lem. 3.23 p. 46], such a
functor induces a homologically full and faithful functor between associated A8 -
categories of twisted complexes. Moreover, a functor C Ñ D which is homologically
full and faithful induces a homologically full and faithful map ΠC Ñ ΠD between
split-closures. Using Remark 4.7, the maps
pΠfqX,Y : HomH0pΠCqpX, Y q Ñ HomH0pΠDqpfpXq, fpY qq
can be written as
fX,Y : pYHomH0pCqpX, Y qpX Ñ fY,Y ppY qHomH0pCqpX, Y qfX,XppXq.
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The injectivity and surjectivity of pΠfqX,Y follow from that of fX,Y for each
X, Y P ObpΠCq . It follows that the induced map DpiFpS,Aq Ñ DpiFpS 1, A1q be-
tween homotopy categories is full and faithful.
Now the functoriality of the derived Hall algebra construction (see Remark 2.10)
shows that there is a monomorphism f6 : DHapDpiFpS,Aqq Ñ DHapDpiFpS 1, A1qq . By
definition f6paq “ fpaq P A1 and f6 commutes with the suspension σ , so f6 restricts
to a monomorphism f˚ : fpS,Aq Ñ fpS 1, A1q between composition subalgebras.
If f and g are two composable maps which induce homologically full and faithful
functors then the composite g ˝ f is necessarily full and faithful and the induced
monomorphism pg ˝ fq˚ is equal to the composition g˚ ˝ f˚ because they agree on
arcs a P A and commute with suspension. 
Corollary 5.4. (Sheaf property) Suppose that A and A1 are two full arc systems
of a finitary surface S such that A1 “ Aztau for some arc a P A. Then there are
isomorphisms
αA1,A : fpS,AqÕ fpS,A1q : βA,A1 ,
which are functorial, in the sense that
βA,A2 “ βA,A1 ˝ βA1,A2 and αA2,A “ αA2,A1 ˝ αA1,A
where A1 “ Aztau and A2 “ A1zta1u as above.
Proof. The tautological map ιA,A1 : pS,A1q Ñ pS,Aq of marked surfaces which is the
identity everywhere and identifies the full arc system A1 within A . The inclusion
A1 Ă A induces a Morita equivalence by [HKK14, Lem. 3.2], so the induced maps
βA,A1 “ pιA,A1q˚ are isomorphisms. The functoriality statement for β -maps follows
from the associativity of inclusions: pA2 Ă A1q Ă A is A2 Ă pA1 Ă Aq , and the
functoriality statement in Proposition 5.3. The maps αA1,A are uniquely determined
by the requirement that they be inverse isomorphisms: αA1,A “ β´1A,A1 . 
Definition 5.5. There is a category MpS,Mq associated to a graded marked surface
S with objects consisting of pairs pS,Aq of full arc systems A parameterizing S and
maps pS,A1q Ñ pS,Aq when A is obtained by adding arcs to A1 .
When S is a finitary graded marked surface, Def. 5.1 associates a Qp?qq-
algebra fpS,Aq to each object pS,Aq in MpS,Mq . By Cor. 5.4, there is a unique
isomorphism of algebras βA,A1 : fpD2, A1q Ñ fpD2, Aq associated to each map
pS,A1q Ñ pS,Aq in MpS,Mq . When A1 “ A , the map βA,A “ 1A is defined to be
the identity homomorphism. The β -maps must satisfy βA,A2 “ βA,A1 ˝ βA1,A2 by the
corollary above. So these assignments determine a functor MpS,Mq Ñ Qp?qq´Alg .
The Fukaya Hall algebra is defined to be the colimit of this functor.
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Definition 5.6. If pS,Mq is a finitary graded surface with marked intervals M then
the Fukaya Hall algebra FpS,Mq is the colimit of the composition subalgebras of the
Hall algebras of the Fukaya categories associated to each full arc system:
FpS,Mq :“ colim
pS,AqPMpS,Mq
fpS,Aq.
In words, the Hall algebra is generated by suspensions of graded arcs which occur
in any possible subdivision of the surface S . Any two such arcs are identified by
a β -map when they are contained in a common refinement. By using the limit we
have removed the dependence of our algebra on the arc system. The theorem below
captures the intent behind this construction.
Theorem 5.7. For any full arc system A of a finitary graded surface S with marked
intervals M , the natural map
fpS,Aq „ÝÑ FpS,Mq
from the composition subalgebra fpS,Aq of the Hall algebra to the Fukaya Hall algebra
FpS,Mq of the surface is an isomorphism.
Proof. By construction there is a natural map from the composition subalgebra to
the Fukaya Hall algebra. This map is an isomorphism since the colimit in Definition
5.6 is taken over a family of isomorphisms. 
The functoriality statements above extend to the Fukaya Hall algebras.
Corollary 5.8. (of Prop. 5.3) Suppose f : pS,Mq Ñ pS 1,M 1q is a map of connected
marked surfaces endowed with full arc systems A and A1 respectively. If f induces
a full and faithful functor FpS,Aq Ñ FpS 1, A1q between Fukaya categories then f
induces a monomorphism f˚ : FpS,Mq Ñ FpS 1,M 1q between Fukaya Hall algebras.
Proof. By Prop. 5.3, the map f induces a monomorphism fpS,Aq Ñ fpS 1, A1q . Since
any two arc decompositions of a connected surface can be connected by a sequence
of subdivisions and refinements, this monomorphism can extended uniquely to a
monomorphism f˚ : fpS,Bq Ñ fpS 1, B1q for any two arc systems pS,Bq PMpS,Mq
and pS 1, B1q P MpS 1,M 1q by precomposing or postcomposing with α or β -maps.
The universal property of colimits implies the existence of an induced homomorphism
f˚ : FpS,Mq Ñ FpS 1,M 1q between Fukaya Hall algebras. For any full arc system A
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of S , there is a commutative diagram:
fpS,Aq fpS 1, A1q
FpS,Aq FpS 1, A1q
f˚
f˚
in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms and the map between composition
subalgebras is a monomorphism. Therefore, the induced map f˚ between algebras
must be a monomorphism. 
This section is concluded with a proposition that gives a condition which guarantees
an embedding f : pS,Aq Ñ pS 1, A1q induces a full and faithful functor FpS,Aq Ñ
FpS 1, A1q between associated Fukaya categories. Corollary 5.12 shows that any such
functor induces a monomorphism between Fukaya Hall algebras.
Proposition 5.9. Let S and S 1 be finitary graded marked surfaces with markings
M Ă BS and M 1 Ă S 1 , and arc systems A and A1 respectively. Suppose that ι : S Ñ
S 1 is an embedding of marked surfaces such that the induced map ι : pi0pMq Ñ pi0pM 1q
between the sets of path-components of marked intervals is injective. Then the functor
ι˚ : FpS,Aq Ñ FpS 1, A1q is full and faithful.
Proof. Since ι is an embedding, the following map of sets is injective:
ι˚ : tboundary paths in Su ãÑ tboundary paths in S 1u
Since maps in FpS,Aq are linear combinations of boundary paths in M between
arcs in A and maps in FpS 1, A1q are linear combinations of boundary paths in M 1
between arcs in A1 , the injectivity of the set map ι˚ above implies that the functor
ι˚ is faithful.
The remainder of the proof will establish that ι˚ is full. First, fix two arcs X
and Y in A and let X 1 :“ ιpXq and Y 1 :“ ιpY q be their images in A1 . Since maps
between marked surfaces are assumed to be orientation preserving, ι preserves the
orientation of boundary paths. Therefore, in order to prove that ι˚ is full, it suffices
to prove the following implication: if z1 is a boundary path between X 1 and Y 1 , then
there is a boundary path z between X and Y in S such that ιpzq “ z1 .
Suppose that z1 is a boundary path between the endpoint X 1p0q of X 1 and the
endpoint Y 1p0q of Y 1 , and that z1 is contained in the marked interval m1 Ă M 1 .
Since ι : pi0pMq Ñ pi0pM 1q is injective, the preimage ι´1pX 1p0q \ Y 1p0qq must be
contained in a single marked interval m Ă M . Since S is finitary, there is a unique
boundary path z Ă m between Xp0q and Y p0q . Since S 1 is finitary, there is a unique
boundary path between X 1p0q and Y 1p0q . Since ι takes boundary paths to boundary
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paths, this shows ιpzq “ z1 . This establishes the claim in the previous paragraph and
shows that ι˚ is full. 
Note that in the previous proposition there were no assumptions about the number
of arcs in A or A1 . The converse of this proposition is also true, at least if A has
enough arcs. A full arc system always has enough arcs in this sense. The lemma
below is included for completeness.
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that ι˚ is full and every marked interval in M intersects an
arc in A. Then the induced map ι : pi0pMq Ñ pi0pM 1q is injective.
Proof. Suppose that m1,m2 ĂM are two marked intervals such that ι˚pm1\m2q Ă
m1 , for some marked interval m1 P M 1 . By assumption there are arcs X1, X2 P A
such that Xip0q P mi . If X1 “ X2 then there is a boundary path between the two
endpoints of ιpX1q that is not in the image of ι , contradicting the assumption that ι
is full. Assume that X1 ‰ X2 . Then there is no boundary path in M between X1p0q
and X2p0q , since they lie in different marked intervals. However, there is a boundary
path between ιpX1p0qq and ιpX2p0qq in M 1 since they lie in the same marked interval
m1 . So ι˚ is not full which is a contradiction. 
Corollary 5.11. Suppose that ι : pS,Mq Ñ pS 1,M 1q is a map of marked surfaces, S
and S 1 equipped with full arc systems A and A1 and ι satisfies the criterion of Prop.
5.9 above. Then there is an induced monomorphism ι˚ : fpS,Aq Ñ fpS 1, A1q between
associated Hall algebras.
Proof. Prop. 5.9 ensures that the associated functor FpS,Mq Ñ FpS 1,M 1q is full and
faithful. So Prop. 5.3 shows that there is a monomorphism fpS,Aq Ñ fpS 1, A1q . 
Corollary 5.12. If ι : pS,Mq Ñ pS 1,M 1q is a map of marked surfaces which
satisfies the criterion of Prop. 5.9 above then there is an induced monomorphism
ι˚ : FpS,Mq Ñ FpS 1,M 1q between associated Fukaya Hall algebras.
Proof. By the previous corollary, there is a monomorphism fpS,Aq Ñ fpS 1, A1q and
Cor. 5.8 shows that this monomorphism induces the required monomorphism ι˚ :
FpS,Mq Ñ FpS 1,Mq between algebras. 
This concludes the present study of Hall algebras associated to general surfaces.
The next step in what follows is to determine a full presentation for the algebras
fpD2, Aq associated to disks. This together with the Corollary 5.12 above and the
local computation in Lemma 6.1 will show that the HOMFLY-PT skein relation holds
in the Fukaya Hall algebra FpS,Mq of an arbitrary surface.
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5.2. The Hall algebra of disks with minimal arc systems. Here in Def. 5.13 we
introduce an algebra fpD2,Λq associated to a graded disk with m marked intervals
parameterized by a minimal arc system Λ . Theorem 5.16 establishes an isomorphism
between this algebra and the derived Hall algebra of the associated Fukaya category.
Recall from Notation 4.11 that the foliation data of the disk pD2,mq equipped
with minimal arc system Λ is recorded by a function h : Λ Ñ Z which satisfiesÿ
EiPΛ
hpEiq “ m´ 2.
We will consistently identify the cyclically ordered sets Λ and Z{m , setting hpEiq “
hpiq . There is a function x´y : Λ Ñ Z given by the sum
xky “
k´1ÿ
j“1
p1´ hpjqq.
There are a number of elementary identities satisfied by these functions which will
be used in arguments surrounding the proof of Theorem 5.16. For example,
τ ixk ` 1y ´ τ ixky “ 1´ τ ihpkq (5.1)
τ ixm´ 1y ´ hpiq “ hpi´ 1q (5.2)
τ kxm´ k ` 1y ` xky “ 1` hpkq (5.3)
5.2.1. Definition of a minimal arc algebra. The algebra fpD2,Λq associated to a min-
imal arc system Λ is introduced below. Theorem 5.16 will establish an isomorphism
with the Hall algebra of the Fukaya category associated to this arc system.
Definition 5.13. Suppose that the disk with m marked intervals is equipped with a
minimal arc system Λ and foliation data h : Λ Ñ Z . Then the minimal arc algebra
fpD2,Λq is the Qp?qq-algebra generated by the suspensions of the graded boundary
arcs:
ZΛ “ tEi,n : n P Z, Ei P Λu where Ei,n “ σnEi
subject to the relations listed below:
(R1) Self-extension:
rEi,0, Ei,ksq2p´1qk “ δk,1
q´1
q2 ´ 1 for k ě 1,
(R2) Adjacent commutativity and convolution:
rEi`1,k, Ei,hpiqsqp´1qk`1 “ 0 for k ą 1, (5.4)
rEi`1,k, Ei,hpiqsqp´1qk “ 0 for k ă 1,
Ei,hpiq “ rEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, . . . , Ei`2,τ ix2y, Ei`1,τ ix1ysq, (5.5)
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(R3) Far-commutativity:
rEi,0, Ej,ks1 “ 0 for k P Z and |i´ j| ě 2.
Remark 5.14. Note that all the relations above are invariant under the shift auto-
morphism σ . The relations are closed under the action of Z{m “ xτy . For instance,
Eqn. (5.5) can be written as:
τ iE0,hp0q “ τ irEm´1,xm´1y, . . . , E2,x2y, E1,x1ysq for i P Z{m.
The relations of the minimal arc algebra in Def. 5.13 imply a family of relations
analogous to relation (5.5). Each relation in this family is obtained by truncating
the twisted complex from Prop. 4.13 in different places. Since each relation implies
the next, and since the final equation is equivalent to the first one, Eqn. (5.5) can
be replaced by any of the relations in Lemma 5.15. Deriving these relations from the
presentation above is the purpose of the lemma below.
Lemma 5.15. The cyclic convolution relations below, obtained by cyclically shuﬄing
arcs to Ej to the left-hand side of Eqn. (5.5) at the expense of a degree shift, are
each equivalent to Eqn. (5.5) assuming other the relations in Def. 5.13 above.
Ei,hpiq “ rEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, . . . , Ei`1,τ ix1ysq
rEi`1,τ ix1y`1, Ei,hpiqsq “ rEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, . . . , Ei`2,τ ix2ysq
rEi`2,τ ix2y`1, Ei`1,τ ix1y`1, Ei,hpiqsq “ rEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, . . . , Ei`3,τ ix3ysq
... ...
rEi`m´3,τ ixm´3y`1, . . . , Ei`1,τ ix1y`1, Ei,hpiqsq “ rEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, Ei`m´2,τ ixm´2ysq
rEi`m´2,τ ixm´2y`1, . . . , Ei`1,τ ix1y`1, Ei,hpiqsq “ Ei`m´1,τ ixm´1y.
Proof. The proof is by induction. The first item in the list above is Eqn. (5.5). Before
proceeding to the inductive step, let’s simplify notation by introducing the variables
Xk :“ Ei`k,τ ixky`1 and Yk :“ rEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, . . . , Ei`k,τ ixkysq.
Assume the k th cyclic convolution equation above holds:
rXk, . . . , X1, Ei,hpiqsq “ Yk`1. (5.6)
The induction step has two parts. First we show that rXk`1, Yk`2sq´1 “ 0 . The
second part uses this assumption together with the omni-Jacobi relation (OJ) to
show that rXk`1, Yk`1sq “ Yk`2 . The latter relation suffices to complete the proof
since applying the operator rXk`1,´sq to both sides of the k th cyclic convolution
equation (5.6) produces the k`1st cyclic convolution equation by rebracketing (RB).
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Part 1: Note that Yk “ rYk`1, Ei`k,τ ixkysq by rebracketing, so rYk`2, Xk`1sq be-
comes
“ rrYk`3, Ei`k`2,τ ixk`2ysq, Ei`k`1,τ ixk`1y`1sq
“ rYk`3, rEi`k`2,τ ixk`2y, Ei`k`1,τ ixk`1y`1sqsq (RB) & (5.4)
“ 0.
The last equality uses (5.4) and the identity (5.1). The relation rXk`1, Yk`2sq´1 “ 0
follows from rYk`2, Xk`1sq “ 0 and anti-symmetry (AS).
Part 2: The omni-Jacobi relation (OJ)rq3, q´2q´2s is
rx, ry, zsqsq “ ´q3rz, rx, ysq´1sq´3 ´ qry, rz, xsq´2sq2 .
Now the expression rXk`1, Yk`1sq can be written as
“ rXk`1, rYk`2, Ei`k`1,τ ixk`1ysqsq (RB)
“ ´q3rEi`k`1,τ ixk`1y, rXk`1, Yk`2sq´1sq´3
´ qrYk`2, rEi`k`1,τ ixk`1y, Xk`1sq´2sq2 (OJ)rq3, q´2, q´2s
“ 0´ qrYk`2, q´1{pq2 ´ 1qsq2 (Step 1) & (R1)
“ Yk`2.

5.2.2. The isomorphism theorem. In the theorem below, the Hall algebra of a disk
with m marked intervals is computed. The gist of the argument is to show that
a set of relations (R1), (R2) and (R3) generate the kernel of the natural map κ
from the free Qp?qq-algebra on arcs to the Hall algebra of the Fukaya category.
This is accomplished by comparing the presentation in Def. 5.13 to the Hall algebra
DHapAm´1q in Def. 2.11 using the equivalence φ “ φ0 from Prop. 4.14.
Theorem 5.16. The natural map κ : F pZΛq Ñ DHapDpiFpD2,Λqq from the free
Qp?qq-algebra on suspensions of a minimal arc system to the derived Hall algebra of
the Fukaya category associated to pD2,Λq with disk with m marked intervals induces
an isomorphism
κ¯ : fpD2,Λq „ÝÑ DHapDpiFpD2,Λqq
from the minimal arc algebra to the derived Hall algebra.
The proof is established by a series of lemmas which constitute the majority of this
section. Recall that Prop. 4.14 introduces an equivalence
φ :“ φ0 : DbpRepkpAm´1qq „ÝÑ DpiFpD2,Λq
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of triangulated categories. The proof of the theorem is structured to leverage the
induced isomorphism
φ˚ : DHapAm´1q „ÝÑ DHapDpiFpD2,Λqq.
In order to show that the kernel of the map κ is generated by the relations (R1),
(R2) and (R3), it suffices to define mutually inverse isomorphisms φ : DHapAm´1q Ñ
fpD2,Λq and ψ : fpD2,Λq Ñ DHapAm´1q in such a way as to make the diagram
below commute.
fpD2,Λq
DHapAm´1q
DHapDpiFpD2,Λqq
φ˚
ϕ ψ
κ¯
(5.7)
Since the choice φ˚ is fixed, commutativity of the diagram forces us to define the
map ϕ as
ϕpzi,0q :“ Ei,xiy for 1 ď i ă m (5.8)
and to define the map ψ as
ψpEi,0q :“
"
zi,´xiy when 1 ď i ă m,
rzm´1,´hpmq, . . . , z1,´hpmqsq when i “ m, (5.9)
where the iterated bracket notation in Def. 3.1 is used for ψ when i “ m .
5.2.3. Proof of the isomorphism theorem. The proof consists of three steps. First
we argue that ϕ is a homomorphism. The second step is to show that ψ is a
homomorphism. Lastly, we check that ϕ and ψ are mutually inverse isomorphisms.
Each step constitutes a lemma in what follows.
Remark 5.17. In what follows, since both ϕ and ψ commute with shifts in homo-
logical degree in either algebra, we will simplify notation by proving the relations
above when the homological degree n is zero.
Lemma 5.18. (Step 1) The assignment Eqn. (5.8) determines a homomorphism
ϕ : DHapAm´1q Ñ fpD2,Λq.
Proof. First observe that ϕ preserves the first part of (Z1) by the relation (R3). The
interesting part of the proof consists of checking the Serre relations in (Z1). In the
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first case, when 1 ď i ď m´ 2 , the expression ϕprzi`1,0, rzi`1,0, zi,0sqsq´1q is equal to
“ rEi`1,xi`1y, rEi`1,xi`1y, Ei,xiysqsq´1 (5.8)
“ σxi`1y´1rEi`1,1, rEi`1,1, Ei,hpiqsqsq´1 (5.1)ri “ 1s
“ ´q´1σxi`1y´1rrEi`1,1, Ei,hpiqsq, Ei`1,1sq (AS)
“ ´q´1σxi`1y´1rrEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, . . . , Ei`2,τ ix2ysq, Ei`1,1sq (Lem. 5.15)
“ ´q´1σxi`1y´1r. . . , Ei`3,τ ix3y, rEi`2,τ ix2y, Ei`1,1sqsq (RB)
“ ´q´1σxi`1y´1r. . . , Ei`3,τ ix3y, rEi`2,1´hpi`1q, Ei`1,1sqsq (Def. of τ ix2y)
“ ´q´1σ1´hpi`1qσxi`1y´1r. . . , rEi`2,0, Ei`1,hpi`1qsqsq
“ 0 (R2)
Similarly, for the other Serre relation, ϕprzi,0, rzi,0, zi`1,0sq´1sqq is
“ rEi,xiy, rEi,xiy, Ei`1,xi`1ysq´1sq (5.8)
“ ´q´1rEi,xiy, rEi`1,xi`1y, Ei,xiysqsq (AS)
“ ´q´1σxi`1y´1rEi,hpiq, rEi`1,1, Ei,hpiqsqsq (5.1)ri “ 1s
“ ´q´1σxi`1y´1rEi,hpiq, rEi`n´1,τ ixn´1y, . . . , Ei`2,τ ix2ysqsq (Lem. 5.15)
“ ´q´1σxi`1y´1rrEi,hpiq, Ei`n´1,τ ixn´1ysq, . . .sq (RB)
“ ´q´1σxi`1y´1σ´hpiqrrEi,0, Ei`n´1,hpi´1qsq, . . .sq (5.2)
“ 0 (R2)
The second half of the proof consists of checking that ϕ preserves the (Z2) relation
rzi,0, zj,ksqp´1qki¨j “ δi,jδk,1
q´1
q2 ´ 1 for k ě 1.
There are three cases corresponding to the three possibilities i ¨ j P t0,´1, 2u . If
i “ j then i ¨ j “ 2 and (R1) implies the result. If |i´ j| ě 2 then i ¨ j “ 0 and (R3)
shows that the claim holds. In the remaining case, if j “ i` 1 then set ppkq “ p´1qk
and observe that
ϕprzi,0, zi`1,ksqppk`1qq “ rEi,xiy, Ei`1,xi`1y`ksqppk`1q (5.8)
“ ´qppk`1qrEi`1,xi`1y`k, Ei,xiysqppkq (AS)
“ ´qppk`1qσxi`1y´1rEi`1,1`k, Ei,hpiqsqppkq (5.1)ri “ 1s
“ ´qpp`qσxi`1y´1rEi`1,`, Ei,hpiqsqpp`´1q p` “ k ` 1q
“ 0 (R2)
The j “ i´ 1 case is omitted because its proof is almost identical.

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Lemma 5.19. (Step 2) The assignment Eqn. (5.9) determines a homomorphism
ψ : fpD2,Λq Ñ DHapAm´1q.
Proof. The relation (Z2) implies that ψ preserves (R3) and (R1) when i ‰ n . If
i “ n then ψ preserves (R1) by Proposition 3.10.
In order to complete the proof it suffices to show that ψ preserves (R2). This
relation consists of three equations. The longest relation
Ei,hpiq “ rEi`m´1,τ ixm´1y, . . . , Ei`1,τ ix1ysq, (5.10)
will be examined first. Before proceeding to the proof observe that
ψpEm,nq “ zp1,m´1q,´hpmq`n (5.11)
by (5.9) and Def. 3.4. When i ‰ m , the same assumptions imply
ψprEi´1,τ ix´1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , E1,τ ix1´iysqq “ zp1,iq,τ ix´i`1y (5.12)
ψprEm´1,τ ix´i´1y, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ei`1,τ ix1ysqq “ zpi`1,mq,´2`τ ix´i`1y (5.13)
Now when i “ m , Eqn. (5.11) shows that ψ preserves (5.10). So assuming i ‰ m ,
applying ψ to the left-hand side of (5.10) produces ψpEi,hpiqq “ zi,hpiq´xiy by (5.9).
Then applying ψ to the right-hand side of (5.10) is equal to
“ ψprEi´1,τ ix´1y, . . . , E1,τ ix1´iy, Em,τ ix´iy, Em´1,τ ix´i´1y, . . . , Ei`1,τ ix1ysqq (xm` ky “ xky)
“ rzp1,iq,τ ix´i`1y, zp1,m´1q,´hpmq`τ ix´iy, zpi`1,mq,´2`τ ix´i`1ysq (5.12) & (5.13)
“ στ ix´i`1yrzp1,iq,0, rzp1,n´1q,´1, zpi`1,n´1q,´2sqsq (RB) & (5.1)
“ στ ix´i`1yrzp1,iq,0, zp1,i`1q,´1sq (S1)
“ στ ix´i`1yzi,´1 (Prop. 3.9)
“ σ1`hpiq´xiyzi,´1 (5.3)
“ zi,hpiq´xiy
In order to complete the proof, it suffices to check that ψ preserves relation (R2)
when k ‰ 1 . If i R tm,m´ 1u and k ą 1 then
ψprEi`1,k, Ei,hpiqsqppk`1qq “ rzi`1,k´xi`1y, zi,hpiq´xiysqppk`1q pppkq “ p´1qkq
“ σhpiq´xiyrzi`1,k`1, zi,0sqppk`1q (5.1)
“ ´qppk`1qσhpiq´xiyrzi,0, zi`1,k`1sq´ppk`1q (AS) & (Z2)
“ 0
Before proceeding to the i “ m and i “ m ´ 1 cases, we show that
rz1,k, zp2,n´1q,0sqp´1qk “ 0 . Observe that (OJ)rq1`ppkq, q´1, q´ppkqs is
rx, ry, zsqsqppkq ` q1`ppkqrz, rx, ys1sq´1´ppkq ´ qppkqry, rz, xsq´ppkqsq “ 0.
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So the commutator rz1,k, zp2,n´1q,0sqppkq of interest is equal to
“ rz1,k, rzp3,n´1q,0, z2,0sqsqppkq (RB)
“ ´q1`ppkqrz2,0, rz1,k, zp3,n´1q,0s1sq´1´ppkq
´ qppkqrzp3,n´1q,0, rz2,0, z1,ksq´ppkqsq (OJ)rq1`ppkq, q´1, q´ppkqs
“ ´q1`ppkqrz2,0, 0sq´1´ppkq ´ qppkqrzp3,n´1q,0, 0sq (S3) & (Z2)
“ 0
Note that (OJ)rq1´2ppkq, q´1`ppkq, q2ppkqs is
rx, ry, zsqsqppk`1q ` q1´2ppkqrz, rx, ysqppkqsq2ppkq´1 ` q´ppkqry, rz, xsq2ppkqsq1´ppkq “ 0.
Now ψ is applied to (R2) with i “ m and k ą 1 . After setting ppkq “ p´1qk , the
expression ψprE1,k, Em,hpmqsqppk`1qq is equal to
“ rz1,k, zp1,m´1q,0sqppk`1q (5.9)
“ rz1,k, rzp2,m´1q,0, z1,0sqsqppk`1q (RB)
“ ´q1´2ppkqrz1,0, rz1,k, zp2,m´1q,0sqppkqsq2ppkq´1
´ q´ppkqrzp2,m´1q,0, rz1,0, z1,ksq2ppkqsq1´ppkq (OJ)rq1´2ppkq, q´1`ppkq, q2ppkqs
“ ´q1´2ppkqrz1,0, 0sq2ppkq´1 ´ q´ppkqrzp2,m´1q,0, 0sq1´ppkq (Previous) & (Z2)
“ 0
When i “ m and k “ 0 , the expression ψprE1,0, Em,hpmqsqpp0qq is equal to
“ rz1,0, zp1,m´1q,0sq (5.9) & (5.11)
“ ´qrrzp3,m´1q,0, rz2,0, z1,0sqsq, z1,0sq´1 (RB) & (AS)
“ ´qrzp3,m´1q,0, rrz2,0, z1,0sq, z1,0sq´1sq (6.21)
“ ´qrzp3,m´1q,0, rrz2,0, z1,0sq, z1,0sqsq (Z1)
“ 0
The proofs of the remaining cases, i “ m and k ă 0 case, as well as the i “ m ´ 1
cases, are nearly identical and are omitted. 
Lemma 5.20. (Step 3) The homomorphisms ψ and ϕ are mutually inverse isomor-
phisms
ψϕ “ 1DHapAm´1q and ϕψ “ 1fpD2,Λq.
Proof. By definition ψ ˝ ϕ “ 1DHapAm´1q and ϕpψpEi,nqq “ Ei,n for 1 ď i ă m and
n P Z . In the remaining case, when i “ m ,
ϕpψpEm,hpmqqq “ ϕprzm´1,0, . . . , z1,0sqq “ rEm´1,xm´1y, . . . , E1,x1ysq “ Em,hpmq
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where the final equality follows from (R2) and the identity τm “ 1 . 
Our discussion is concluded with a summary.
Proof. (of Thm. 5.16) By Lemmas 5.18 and 5.19, there are maps ϕ and ψ between
the minimal arc algebra fpD2,Λq and the derived Hall algebra DHapAm´1q of the
Am´1 -quiver. By Lemma 5.20, the map ψ is an isomorphism. On the other hand,
there is an isomorphism φ˚ : DHapAm´1q „ÝÑ DHapDpiFpD2,Λqq obtained from Prop.
4.14. Composing these two maps and using the commutativity of Diagram (5.7),
κ¯ “ φ˚ ˝ ψ , implies that the map κ¯ is an isomorphism. 
5.3. Gluing minimal arc systems in the disk. In this section we give a presen-
tation for the Hall algebra of the Fukaya category of a disk D2 with an arbitrary arc
system A . This is accomplished by cutting D2 along the internal arcs of A until one
obtains a collection of disks pD2i ,Λniq for which the arc system is minimal. A gluing
theorem shows that the algebra fpD2, Aq can be assembled from -products of the
algebras fpD2i ,Λniq defined below.
Definition 5.21. Suppose that pD21,Λnq and pD22,Λmq are two disks with minimal
arc systems Λn “ tEkukPZ{n and Λm “ tFkukPZ{m . Up to homotopy, the foliations of
each disk can be chosen to be tangent to boundary arcs. So if Ei P Λn and Fj P Λm
then there is a gluing defined by the quotient
pD21,Λnq \i,j pD22,Λmq “ pD21 \i,j D22,Λn \i,j Λmq.
The glued disk D21 \i,j D22 “ pD21 \D22q{pEi „ Fjq is formed by the quotient which
identifies the two boundary arcs on each disk. The disk supports a minimal arc
system Λn \i,j Λm “ pΛnztEiuq \ pΛmztFjuq .
Ei Fj
Ei´1 “ Gn´1
Ei`1 “ G1
Fj`1 “ Gn
Fj´1 “ G0
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The glued disk D21 \i,j D22 supports a minimal arc system Λn \i,j Λm “
tGkukPZ{pn`m´2q with foliation data given by
gpGkq “
$’’&’’%
epFiq ` fpFj´1q k “ 0
epEi`kq 1 ď k ď n´ 2
epEi´1q ` fpFjq k “ n´ 1
fpFj`k´n`1q n ď k ď n`m´ 3.
(5.14)
Theorem 5.23 will show that the -product, introduced below, computes the Hall
algebra of the Fukaya category of a gluing.
Definition 5.22. Suppose that pD21,Λnq and pD22,Λmq are graded disks and
pD21,Λnq \i,j pD22,Λmq is a gluing. Then the i,j -product algebra is defined by
fpD21,Λnqi,j fpD22,Λmq :“ fpD21,Λnq ˚ fpD22,ΛmqxpG1q, pG3qy , (5.15)
given by the free product of the algebras fpD21,Λnq and fpD22,Λmq subject to the
relations listed below.
(G1) Gluing:
Fj,s “ Ei,s for all s P Z,
(G3) Far-commutativity:
rEk,s, F`,ts1 “ 0 for all pk, `q R Int and s, t P Z,
where Int “ tpi`1, j´1q, pi, j´1q, pi, j`1q, pi´1, jq, pi´1, j`1q, pi`1, jqu .
Relation (G1) says that the arcs that are glued are identified within the product
fpD2,Λnq i,j fpD2,Λmq , and relation (G3) says that all pairs which are not neigh-
boring must commute. Relations between adjacent edges, corresponding to (R2), are
not imposed.
The theorem below shows that the topological \i,j -gluing of disks is compatible
with the i,j -product introduced above. The utility of Eqn. (5.16) below is that
the algebra on the right-hand side is naturally associated to the topological gluing of
disks and the algebra on the left-hand side contains a representative for the internal
arc along which the gluing was performed.
Theorem 5.23. The Hall algebra of the disk obtained by a gluing is isomorphic to
the -product of Hall algebras of the disks. There are isomorphisms:
α : fpD21 \i,j D22,Λn \i,j ΛmqÕ fpD21,Λnqi,j fpD22,Λmq : β. (5.16)
The remainder of this section contains the proof of the theorem. Here is an outline
of things to come. First, in Step 1, the statement of Theorem 5.23 is refined, the
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assignments α and β are introduced and shown to be mutually inverse on generators.
In Step 2, the map β is shown to be a homomorphism. In Step 3, the map α is shown
to be a homomorphism.
Before getting started, a few notational preparations will simplify the discussion
later. The auxiliary function
xkye “
k´1ÿ
`“1
p1´ ep`qq and x1ye “ 0,
from Notation 4.11 admits a mild generalization below.
Notation 5.24.
xj, kye :“
k´1ÿ
`“j
p1´ ep`qq.
By definition, xkye “ x1, kye . In particular, x1, nye “ 1 ` epnq . This function also
satisfies the following identities:
xj, kye “ xj, k1ye ` xk1, kye if j ď k1 ď k,
xj, kye ` xk, jye “ 2.
See Prop. 5.25 below for properties of this function which hold in the context of
the gluing argument.
Step 1: Setup Abbreviate D23 “ D21 \i,j D22 and let A be the arc system of the
D23 given by the union Λn Y Λm . Then A contains the minimal arc system plus one
additional internal arc corresponding to the gluing. Cor. 5.11 implies that the inclu-
sions: ι1 : fpD21,Λnq ãÑ fpD23,Λn\i,j Λmq and ι2 : fpD22,Λmq ãÑ fpD23,Λn\i,j Λmq are
monomorphisms. Moreover, the subset Λn \i,j Λm Ă A determines an isomorphism
η “ αΛn\i,jΛm,A by Corollary 5.4. These observations lead to the diagram below.
fpD21,Λnq ˚ fpD22,Λmq fpD23,Λn \i,j Λmq
fpD21,Λnqi,j fpD22,Λmq
ξ
pi
β
α
The map pi is the quotient map, and the map ξ is defined as η ˝ pι1 ˚ ι2q using
the maps which are described in the previous paragraph. The maps α and β are
determined on generators by the requirement that the diagram above commute and
that they must be mutually inverse.
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Before introducing α and β , we’ll simplify the notation. The names of algebras
will be abbreviated as follows
fpEq “ fpD21,Λnq, fpF q “ fpD22,Λmq and fpGq “ fpD21 \i,j D22,Λn \i,j Λmq.
The cyclic sets Λn , Λm and Λn \i,j Λm will be indexed in the following way:
Λn – tE1, E2, . . . , Enu, Λm – tFn´1, Fn, . . . , Fn`m´2u (5.17)
and Λn \i,j Λm – tG1, G2, . . . , Gn`m´2u.
Note the choice for Λm . The advantage of this convention is that the ith boundary
arc Gi in fpGq is identified with either Ei or Fi in fpEq or fpF q respectively, see
Eqns. (5.22) and (5.23) below. As a consequence, the nth edge in fpEq is attached
to the n´ 1st edge in fpF q .
The algebra fpEq  fpF q is now the quotient of the free product fpEq ˚ fpF q by
the gluing relations (G1) and (G3):
En,s “ Fn´1,s for all s P Z, (5.18)
rEk,s, F`,ts1 “ 0 when pk, `q R Int and s, t P Z (5.19)
where Int “ tp1, n´1q, p1,m`n´2q, pn´1, n´1q, pn´1, nq, pn, nq, pn,m`n´2qu .
The foliation data for the glued disk is written as follows:
gpiq “
$’’&’’%
epiq if 1 ď i ď n´ 2
epn´ 1q ` fpn´ 1q if i “ n´ 1
fpiq if n ď i ď n`m´ 3
epnq ` fpn`m´ 2q if i “ n`m´ 2.
(5.20)
Proposition 5.25. This data satisfies the relations below.
xi, kyg “ xi, kye for 1 ď i ă k ď n´ 1
xi, kyg “ xi, kyf for n ď i ă k ď n`m´ 2
xi, nyg “ xi, nye ´ fpn´ 1q for 1 ď i ă n (5.21)
Proof. The first and second equations follow from the definition of g above. The last
equation follows from
xi, nyg “ xi, n´ 1yg ` xn´ 1, nyg
“ xi, n´ 1ye ` xn´ 1, nyg
“ xi, nye ´ fpn´ 1q

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Having fixed the notation for the algebras and their foliation data, we now intro-
duce the maps α and β . The map α is defined by
αpGi,sq :“
"
Ei,s if 1 ď i ď n´ 1
Fi,s if n ď i ď m` n´ 2 (5.22)
The map β is given by:
βpEk,sq :“ Gk,s if 1 ď k ď n´ 1,
βpFk,sq :“ Gk,s if n ď k ď n`m´ 2. (5.23)
The cyclic relations in fpEq and fpF q determine the value of β on the glued gener-
ators En,1 and Fn´1,1 to be the following:
βpEn,1q “ rGn´1,xn,n´1ye , . . . , G1,xn,1yesq
“ σxn,1yerGn´1,x1,n´1ye , . . . , G1,x1,1yesq
“ σ1´epnqrGn´1,x1,n´1yg , . . . , G1,x1,1yg sq (5.24)
βpFn´1,1q “ rGn`m´2,xn´1,n`m´2yf , . . . , Gn,xn´1,nyf sq
“ σxn´1,nyf rGn`m´2,xn,n`m´2yf , . . . , Gn,xn,nyf sq
“ σ1´fpn´1qrGn`m´2,xn,n`m´2yg , . . . , Gn,xn,nyg sq (5.25)
Materials from Notation 5.24 and Proposition 5.25 were used above.
With these definitions the proposition below is straightforward.
Proposition 5.26. The maps α and β are mutually inverse on generators.
Proof. Observe that βα “ 1fpGq by virtue of the definition of each map on generators.
For the same reason, αβpEk,sq “ Ek,s when k ‰ i and αβpFk,sq “ Fk,s when k ‰ j .
The exceptional cases follow from the (R2) relation. For instance
αβpEn,1q “ αrGn´1,xn,n´1ye , . . . , G1,xn,1yesq
“ rEn´1,xn,n´1ye , . . . , E1,xn,1yesq
“ En,1.
The computation αβpFn´1,1q is similar. 
To complete the proof it is necessary to show that the assignments α and β are
homomorphisms. Step 2 shows that β is a homomorphism and Step 3 shows that α
is a homomorphism.
Step 2. In order to check that the map β is a homomorphism, it suffices to show
that the relations (5.18) and (5.19) are contained in the kernel of the map ξ from Step
1 above. The relations (5.19) are in the kernel by the far-commutativity relations
(R3) in the algebra fpGq . The lemma below addresses the relations (5.18).
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Lemma 5.27. The following identity holds.
βpEn,1q “ βpFn´1,1q
Proof. The cyclic relation for the algebra fpGq reads
rGn´1,x1,n´1yg , . . . , G1,x1,1yg sq “ σ´1rGn`m´2,x1,m`n´2yg , . . . , Gn,x1,nyg sq
“ σ´1`x1,nyg rGn`m´2,xn,m`n´2yg , . . . , Gn,xn,nyg sq
“ σepnq´fpn´1qrGn`m´2,xn,m`n´2yg , . . . , Gn,xn,nyg sq
where in the last step we used the identity x1, nyg “ 1 ` epnq ´ fpn ´ 1q , see Eqn.
(5.21) and Not. 5.24 above. This calculation, combined with the equations (5.24)
and (5.25) above, completes the proof. 
Step 3. In order to prove that the assignment α , introduced by Eqn. (5.22), is an
algebra homomorphism, it is necessary to show that α respects the relations defining
the algebra fpGq . The self-extension relations (R1) follow immediately from the
(R1) relations imposed in either fpEq or fpF q respectively. The far-commutativity
relations (R3) hold by virtue of far-commutativity relations in either algebra fpEq or
fpF q and the gluing relations (5.19).
The substance of the proof is to show that α respects the (R2) relations. In the
notation of this section, these appear as follows:
rEi`1,k, Ei,hpiqsqppk`1q “ 0 for k ą 1 (5.26)
rEi`1,k, Ei,hpiqsqppkq “ 0 for k ă 1
rEi`m´1,xi,i`m´1ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ei`k,xi,i`kye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ei`1,xi,i`1yesq “ Ei,1 (5.27)
Since there are two types of these relations the proof will contain two independent
arguments.
The relations (5.26) are examined first. Now if 1 ď i ď n ´ 2 or n ď i ď
m`n´ 3 then α respects these relations because they are imposed in the individual
disk algebras fpEq and fpF q and the foliation data (5.20) agrees. By symmetry,
switching fpEq and fpF q , the cases i “ n ´ 1 and i “ m ` n ´ 2 are equivalent,
so it suffices to check only the first. The two relations in (5.26) will be addressed
simultaneously using the function a “ ap`q below.
a :“
"
q´pp`q if ` ą 1
qpp`q if ` ă 1. (5.28)
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Now, in order to show that α satisfies Eqns. (5.26) above, we compute
α
`rGn,`, Gn´1,gpn´1qsa˘ to be
“ rFn,`, En´1,epn´1q`fpn´1qsa (5.20)
“ rFn,`, σsEn´1,0sa pdefines sq
“ rFn,`, σ´1`srEn´2,xn´1,n´2ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , E1,xn´1,1ye , En,xn´1,nyesqsa (5.27)
“ rFn,`, σ´1`srrEn´2,xn´1,n´2ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , E1,xn´1,1yesq, En,xn´1,nyesqsa (RB)
“ rFn,`, ry, σ´1`sEn,xn´1,nyesqsa pdefines yq
“ rFn,`, ry, σ´1`epn´1q`fpn´1qEn,1´epn´1qsqsa
“ rFn,`, ry, En,fpn´1qsqsa
“ rFn,`, ry, Fn´1,fpn´1qsqsa (5.18)
“ rx, ry, zsqsa pdefinesx& zq
“ ry, rx, zsasq (6.20)& (5.19)
“ ry, rFn,`, Fn´1,fpn´1qsasq
“ 0 (R1)& (5.28)
Here we used the fact that all the generators involved in the definition of y commute
with Fn,` when we applied (6.20). We also used the definition of the constant a when
we applied (R1) in the last step. This shows that α satisfies equations (5.26) above.
Before checking the next relation, recall that the cyclic relations become
σrEi``,xi,i``ye , ¨ ¨ ¨Ei,xi,iyesq “ rEi`m´1,xi,i`m´1ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ei```1,xi,i```1yesq (5.29)
The same argument from Lemma 5.15 shows that for any i the relation (5.27) is
equivalent to the relation (5.29). Therefore, in order to prove each instance of the
relation (5.27), it suffices to prove an equivalent version of the cyclic relation.
It is time to prove that α respects the relation (5.27). The cases 1 ď i ď n ´ 1
and n ď i ď n`m´ 2 are equivalent, by switching fpEq and fpF q , so it suffices to
check only the first. We will prove the following identity:
α
`
σrGn´1,xi,n´1yg , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gi,xi,iyg sq
˘ ?“ α `rGi´1,xi,i´1yg , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gn,xi,nyg sq˘ . (5.30)
The elements Xi and Y below will play a key role in intermediate steps of the
computation.
Xi :“ rGi´1,x1,i´1yg , ¨ ¨ ¨ , G1,x1,1yg sq
Y :“ rGn`m´2,xn,n`m´2yg , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gn,xn,nyg sq
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Since the shifts in the elements defining Xi and Y are entirely contained fpEq and
fpF q respectively, one can compute the effect of α on Xi and Y as follows:
αpXiq “ rEi´1,x1,i´1ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , E1,x1,1yesq (5.31)
αpY q “ rFn`m´2,xn,n`m´2yf , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Fn,xn,nyf sq
“ σ´xn´1,nyf rFn`m´2,xn,n`m´2yf , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Fn,xn´1,nyf sq
“ σ´p1´fpn´1qqFn´1,1 (5.27)
“ σfpn´1qEn,0 (5.18) (5.32)
We now simplify the right-hand side of the equation (5.30) before applying α .
Observe that the right-hand side can be written as
“ rGi´1,xi,i´1yg , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gn,xi,nyg sq
“ σxi,nyg rGi´1,xn,i´1yg , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gn,xn,nyg sq
“ σxi,nyg rGi´1,xn,i´1yg , ¨ ¨ ¨ , G1,xn,1yg , Gn`m´2,xn,n`m´2yg , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gn,xn,nyg sq
“ σxi,nyg rσxn,1ygXi, Y sq
“ σxi,nyg rσfpn´1q`xn,1yeXi, Y sq (5.21)
Using (5.31) and (5.32), one can compute α applied to the right-hand side of the
equation (5.30)
αpσxi,nyg rσfpn´1q`xn,1yeXi, Y sqq “ σxi,nyg rσfpn´1q`xn,1yeαpXiq, σfpn´1qEn,0sq
“ σxi,nyg`fpn´1qrrEi´1,xn,i´1ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , E1,xn,1yesq, En,0sq
“ σxi,nyg`fpn´1qrEi´1,xn,i´1ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , En,xn,nyesq (RB)
“ σxi,nyerEi´1,xn,i´1ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , En,xn,nyesq (5.21)
“ rEi´1,xi,i´1ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , En,xi,nyesq
“ σrEn´1,xi,n´1ye , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ei,xi,iyesq (5.29)
The last line above is the left-hand side of the equation (5.30).
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.23.
5.3.1. Associativity of gluing. When a collection of disks is glued to form a larger
disk, an iterated -product of algebras fpD2i ,Λniq must be performed. The next
proposition shows that the result is independent of the order in which the -products
are performed.
Proposition 5.28. Suppose that pD21,Λn1q\i1,j1 pD22,Λn2q\i2,j2 pD23,Λn3q is a gluing
of three disks and set fi “ fpD2i ,Λniq. Then there are isomorphisms
a1,2,3 : pf1 i1,j1 f2qi2,j2 f3 „ÝÑ f1 i1,j1 pf2 i2,j2 f3q .
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For any gluing of four disks, the following pentagon diagram commutes:
pf1  f2q pf3  f4q
ppf1  f2q f3q f4 f1  pf2  pf3  f4qq
pf1  pf2  f3qq f4 f1  ppf2  f3q f4q
Proof. The algebras pf1  f2q  f3 and f1  pf2  f3q are isomorphic to the algebra
f1  f2  f3 with generators ZxΛn1 \ Λn2 \ Λn3y subject to relations (R1), (R2) and
(R3). The map a1,2,3 is given by composing one isomorphism with the inverse of the
other.
The commutativity of the pentagon diagram follows from the observation that each
vertex is isomorphic to the algebra with generators ZxΛn1\Λn2\Λn3\Λn4y and these
isomorphisms commute with the maps forming the boundary of the pentagon. 
It is possible to show that the maps α and β introduced by the gluing Thm. 5.23
commute with the associators introduced above. This has been omitted as it will not
be needed in what follows.
5.4. The Hall algebra of the disk. Here the gluing theorem from the previous sec-
tion is used to define an algebra fpD2, Aq associated to the Hall algebra of DpiFpS,Aq .
Definition 5.29. Suppose that pD2,mq is a disk with m marked intervals equipped
with grading η and A is a full arc system. By definition, the internal arcs of A cut
the disk into a collection of disks, so
pD2, Aq “ pD21,Λm1q \i1,j1 pD22,Λm2q \i2,j2 ¨ ¨ ¨ \i`´1,j`´1 pD2` ,Λm`q
with minimal arc systems equipped with foliation data hk : Λmk Ñ Z . The numbers
mk satisfy
ř`
k“1mk “ m ` 2p , where p is the number of internal arcs in A . Since
the disk pD2, Aq can be reassembled by gluing the k disks together, identifying the
ik th arc in pD2k,Λmkq with the jk th arc in pD2,Λmk`1q , the gluing theorem allows us
to construct the presentation of algebra fpD2, Aq associated to the arc system A as
fpD2, Aq “ fpD2,Λm1qi1,j1 fpD22,Λm2qi2,j2 ¨ ¨ ¨i`´1,j`´1 fpD2` ,Λm`q.
Prop. 5.28 ensures that the algebra is independent of the order in which the products
are taken.
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The next proposition records that the algebras fpD2, Aq compute the Hall algebras
of the Fukaya categories DpiFpD2, Aq .
Proposition 5.30. Suppose that pD2,mq is a graded disk with m marked intervals
equipped with a full arc system A. Then the map κ1 : F pZAq Ñ DHapDpiFpD2, Aqq
induces an isomorphism κ¯1 : fpD2, Aq „ÝÑ DHapDpiFpD2, Aqq.
Proof. This follows from Thm. 5.16 and Cor. 5.4.

5.5. A conjectural presentation of composition subalgebras. The gluing con-
struction in Section 5.29 can be applied to an arbitrary marked surface. In some
cases, the resulting algebra is not the composition subalgebra fpS,Aq . However, we
conjecture that when the surface pS,Mq has enough marked intervals, the algebra
obtained by gluing is the composition subalgebra. This constitutes a broad class of
surfaces. In particular, by subdividing marked intervals any surface can be refined
to satisfy this criteria.
Definition 5.31. Suppose that pS,Mq is a graded marked surface and A is a full
arc system. By definition, the internal arcs of A cut the surface into a collection of
disks:
pS,Aq “ pD21,Λm1q \i1,j1 pD22,Λm2q \i2,j2 ¨ ¨ ¨ \i`´1,j`´1 pD2` ,Λm`q
Since the surface pS,Aq can be reassembled by gluing the k disks together, iden-
tifying the ik th arc in Λmk with the jk th arc in Λmk`1 , the gluing theorem allows us
to construct the presentation of the naive algebra npS,Aq :
npS,Aq :“ fpD2,Λm1qi1,j1 fpD22,Λm2qi2,j2 ¨ ¨ ¨i`´1,j`´1 fpD2` ,Λm`q.
In words, npS,Aq is the free product of the disk algebras fpD2k,Λmkq subject to the
(G1) relation that arcs a and a1 which are equal in S are equal in npS,Aq and the
(G3) relation that arcs a and a1 that don’t end on the same marked interval commute
in npS,Aq .
Definition 5.32. The marked surface pS,Mq above is said to have enough marked
intervals when, for each k , the inclusion ιk : pD2k,Mkq Ñ pS,Mq is injective on
connected components.
pιkq˚ : pi0pMkq Ñ pi0pMq is injective (5.33)
When this criteria is satisfied, there is a map from the naive algebra to the com-
position subalgebra.
Theorem 5.33. Suppose that pS,Mq is a graded marked surface with a full arc
system A. If pS,Mq has enough marked intervals then there is a surjective map
γ : npS,Aq Ñ fpS,Aq.
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Proof. The map γ is determined on generators by mapping each arc a P A to a P A .
Since this is so, if γ is a homomorphism then it is surjective.
Since pS,Mq has enough marked intervals, Cor. 5.11 implies that each map
fpDk,Λkq Ñ fpS,Aq is a monomorphism. Since each such map factors through γ
above, it suffices to check that the relations (G1) and (G3) from Def. 5.22 hold in
fpS,Aq . The (G1) relations hold because arcs which are equal in the gluing are equal
in the surface by definition. The (G3) relations hold because if X and Y are arcs in
A which don’t end on the same marked interval in M then
Hom˚pX, Y q “ 0 and Hom˚pY,Xq “ 0
and so the equations for FLX,Y in Def. 2.5 show that X and Y commute in fpS,Aq .

Proposition 5.30 proves the following conjecture in the case that S is a disk.
Conjecture 5.34. If the surface pS,Mq has enough marked intervals then the map
γ is an isomorphism.
Example 5.35. When the surface S is an annulus S1 ˆ r0, 1s with two marked
intervals on each boundary component, there is an arc system A consisting of two
boundary arcs intervals E1 , F1 and E3, F3 between each of the two marked intervals
and two internal arcs E2 “ F4 and E4 “ F2 . This is pictured below.
E1
F1
E3
F3
E4
F2
E2
F4
Cutting the annulus along the arc system produces two disks pD21,Λ4q and pD22,Λ14q
with four marked intervals Λ4 “ tE1, E2, E3, E4u and Λ14 “ tF1, F2, F3, F4u . Since
there are enough arcs, the conjecture above implies that the composition algebra
fpS,Aq has a presentation generated by suspensions the arcs Ei,n “ σnEi and Fj,m “
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σmFj for 1 ď i, j ď 4 and n,m P Z subject to the (G1) and (G3) relations:
E2,n “ F4,n and E4,n “ F2,n for all n P Z,
rE2,n, F2,ms1 “ 0 and rF2,n, E2,ms1 “ 0 for all n,m P Z,
as well as the relations which hold within each disk algebra fpD21,Λ4q and fpD22,Λ14q ,
see Def. 5.13.
6. The HOMFLY-PT skein relation
Since the Fukaya Hall algebra FpS,Mq of a finitary surface combines the compo-
sition subalgebras fpS,Aq of many different arc systems A , there is the possibility
for relations between graded arcs X and Y which appear in different arc systems
A and A1 . If there is an arc system in which X and Y are disjoint then X and Y
must commute in the Fukaya Hall algebra. When X and Y intersect at a point p ,
they cannot be contained in the same arc system and the purpose of this section is to
establish Theorem 6.11, which shows that they must satisfy a commutation relation
that is determined by the Lagrangian surgery at p . This relation is a graded version
of the HOMFLY-PT skein relation, which is
´ “ pq ´ q´1q
This section consists of two parts. The first contains a direct computation in the
algebra fpD2,Λ4q . In the second part, Proposition 6.8 shows that this computation
can be written using intersection indices of graded curves. Theorem 6.11 leverages
these materials together with the embedding criteria in Corollary 5.12 to show that
this graded skein relation holds in the Fukaya Hall algebras of arbitrary surfaces.
6.1. A local calculation. This section contains a local calculation in the disk alge-
bra fpD2,Λ4q which will be used by Theorem 6.11 to prove a graded skein relation
on surfaces.
Lemma 6.1. In the disk algebra fpD2,Λ4q,
rX, σ`Y s1 “ pq ´ q´1qδ`,1E2,1E4,hp4q`hp1q ` pq´1 ´ qqδ`,0E1,hp1qE3,1´hp2q, (6.1)
where ` P Z, Λ4 “ tE1, E2, E3, E4u are the boundary arcs,
X :“ rE2,1, E1,hp1qsq and Y :“ rE3,1´hp2q, E2,0sq.
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Proof. In order to simplify the expression rX, σ`Y s1 “ rX, rE3,1´hp2q``, E2,`sqs1 , write
the omni-Jacobi identity (OJ)ra, a´1, qa´1s :
rx, ry, zsqs1 “ ´arz, rx, ysqa´1sa´1 ´ ry, rz, xsqa´1sa
Applied to rX, σ`Y s , this gives
rX, σ`Y s1 “ ´arE2,`, rX,E3,1´hp2q``sqa´1sa´1 ´ rE3,1´hp2q``, rE2,`, Xsqa´1sa. (6.2)
Recall that pp`q “ p´1q` . In what follows, the function a “ ap`q is defined as
a :“
"
q1`pp``1q if ` ě 1
q1`pp`q if ` ă 1 (6.3)
Let P and Q be the first and second summand of (6.2) respectively.
Term P: If P “ ´arE2,`, P 1sa´1 then the inner bracket P 1 is
P 1 “ rX,E3,1´hp2q``sqa´1
“ σ`rrE2,1´`, E1,hp1q´`sq, E3,1´hp2qsqa´1
“ σ`rrE2,1´`, E3,1´hp2qsqa´1 , E1,hp1q´`sq (6.19)
“ ´qa´1σ`rrE3,1´hp2q, E2,1´`sq´1a, E1,hp1q´`sq
“ ´qa´1σ`rσ1´hp2q´`rE3,`, E2,hp2qsq´1a, E1,hp1q´`sq
By (R2) and our choice of a in (6.3), the inner bracket in this last expression is
zero unless ` “ 1 . If ` “ 1 then a “ q2 , and in this case
P 1 “ ´q´1σ1rσ´hp2qrE3,1, E2,hp2qsq, E1,hp1q´1sq
“ ´q´1σhp1qrE3,2´hp1q´hp2q, E2,1´hp1q, E1,0sq (RB)
“ ´q´1E4,hp4q`hp1q
Since E2,1 and E4,hp4q`hp1q´1 commute, this implies
P “ pq ´ q´1qδ`,1E2,1E4,hp4q`hp1q. (6.4)
Term Q: The cyclic equations in Lemma 5.15 include
X “ rE2,1, E1,hp1qsq “ rE4,τ1x3y, E3,τ1x2ysq “ rE4,2´hp2q´hp3q, E3,1´hp2qsq.
Now if Q “ ´rE3,1´hp2q``, Q1sa then the innermost bracket Q1 is
Q1 “ rE2,`, Xsqa´1
“ σ`rE2,0, rE4,2´hp2q´hp3q´`, E3,1´hp2q´`sqsqa´1
“ σ`rE4,2´hp2q´hp3q´`, rE2,0, E3,1´hp2q´`sqa´1sq (6.20)
“ ´qa´1σ`rE4,2´hp2q´hp3q´`, rE3,1´hp2q´`, E2,0sq´1asq
“ ´qa´1σ`rE4,2´hp2q´hp3q´`, σ´hp2qrE3,1´`, E2,hp2qsq´1asq
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Set j “ 1´` . If j ą 1 then ` ă 0 and q´1a “ q´1q1`pp`q “ qppj`1q so (R2) shows that
the inner bracket vanishes. Similarly, if j ă 1 then ` ě 1 , so q´1a “ q´1q1`pp``1q “
qppjq and (R2) again shows that the inner bracket vanishes. If j “ 1 then ` “ 0 and
q´1a “ q , and in this case
Q1 “ ´q´1rE4,2´hp2q´hp3q, σ´hp2qrE3,1, E2,hp2qsqsq
“ ´q´1rE4,2´hp3q´hp2q, E3,1´hp2q, E2,0sq (RB)
“ ´q´1E1,hp1q (R2)
Lastly, since E1,hp1q and E3,´hp2q commute,
Q “ q´1rE3,1´hp2q, Q1sq2 “ pq´1 ´ qqδ`,0E1,hp1qE3,1´hp2q.

Remark 6.2. Using the isomorphism in Theorem 5.16, the skein relations can be
translated to the Hall algebra DHapAm´1q , where they become
rzpa,cq,0, zpb,dq,0s1 “ pq ´ q´1qzpa,dq,0zpb,cq,0,
rzpa,cq,1, zpb,dq,0s1 “ pq´1 ´ qqzpa,bq,1zpc,dq,0,
rzpa,cq,k, zpb,dq,0s1 “ 0 when |k| ě 2.
6.2. The graded HOMFLY-PT skein relation. The purpose of this section is to
translate Eqn. (6.1) into a relation which depends only on the the intersection index
ippX, Y q of the two curves at the point p of the intersection.
In order to write Lemma 6.1 entirely in terms of intersection indices, the lemmas
below will use a number of explicit choices. This standard form makes all of the
materials very concrete and down-to-earth.
Definition 6.3. A foliation of the disk pD2, 4q , viewed as a subset of the plane, is
in standard form when all of the lines are vertical. The illustration below depicts the
basic setup.
a2
a4
a1 a3
E3E2
E1 E4
X 1
Y 1
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The picture features boundary arcs Ei , boundary paths ai : Ei Ñ Ei`1 and two
internal arcs: a vertical arc X 1 and a horizontal arc Y 1 . The foliation is in standard
form: north-south and parallel to the arc X 1 . The gradings of X 1 , a1 and a3 are
given by the trivial paths everywhere. The gradings of Y 1 and the boundary arcs Ei
are given pointwise by the shortest counterclockwise path from the foliation η to the
tangent vector to the curve. The intersection indices can be computed using Eqn.
(4.1):
ipE1, a1q “ 1, ipE2, a1q “ 1, ipE2, a2q “ 1, ipE3, a2q “ 0
ipE3, a3q “ 1, ipE4, a3q “ 1, ipE4, a4q “ 1, ipE1, a4q “ 0.
The associated foliation data is as follows:
e0p1q “ 0, e0p2q “ 1, e0p3q “ 0 and e0p4q “ 1. (6.5)
Before proceeding it is important to see why one can assume the foliation is in
standard form without loss of generality. For each i P Z{4 , the suspension map
σipEjq “
"
σEi if i “ j
Ej if i ‰ j
induces an equivalence σi : FpD2,Λ4, hq „ÝÑ FpD2,Λ4, σihq where h : Λ4 Ñ Z is
arbitrary foliation data and σih is the suspended foliation data
pσihqpjq “
$&%
hpjq ` 1 if i “ j ` 1
hpjq ´ 1 if i “ j
hpjq if i ‰ j, j ` 1.
If h : Λ4 Ñ Z is arbitrary foliation data then the equation
h “ σ1´hp4q4 σ1´hp4q´hp3q3 σhp1q2 e0,
together with the bijection between homotopy classes of foliations and foliation data
[HKK14] shows that, up to isomorphism, the foliation of pD2, 4q is in standard form.
Notation 6.4. If X and Y are curves and there is only one point of intersection
X&Y “ tpu then the point p will be dropped from notation. This is to say, ipX, Y q “
ippX, Y q and X#Y “ X#pY below. If X and Y are graded arcs whose endpoints
share a marked interval then ipX, Y q “ |γ| will be used to denote the degree of the
boundary path γ between them, see Def. 4.2.
With the foliation in standard form, Lagrangian surgery is recalled, see [Abo08,
HKK14].
Definition 6.5. Suppose that X and Y are graded curves which intersect trans-
versely at a point p such that ippX, Y q “ 1 . Then there is a graded curve X#pY
called the Lagrangian surgery or the resolution of X and Y at p .
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ùY
X
X#pY
p
The curve X#pY is obtained from X \ Y by removing a neighborhood of p and
connecting the endpoints. The choice of resolution is determined by the rule that
if the intersection index satisfies ippX, Y q “ 1 then the X curve turns right as it
approaches p in the resolution. This condition on the intersection index ensures that
the resolution has a canonical grading. If ippX, Y q “ 0 then ippY,Xq “ 1 and X
turns left in the resolution.
For an explicit example, let the foliation in the above diagram be vertical, grade Y
trivially, and grade X with the shortest counterclockwise path1 from the foliation to
the tangent line 9X . Then the grading of X#pY is given by a continuous family of
paths smoothly transitioning from the trivial path at the top of the pictured portion
of X#pY to the counterclockwise rotation by pi{2 on the rightmost part of the
pictured portion.
The graded resolution is also defined for curves which intersect the same marked
boundary interval.
ù
X#YX
Y
For a boundary intersection of arcs Y and X , with X clockwise from Y , there is
only one choice of resolution and it has a canonical grading only when ippY,Xq “ 1 .
The next two Lemmas use the choices above to identify X 1 both as a resolution of
E1 and E2 and as a commutator in the Hall algebra.
Before proceeding, recall that the shift σ acts by σEi,k “ Ei,k`1 , or more generally,
on a graded curve c by pointwise composition of the path c˜ from η to the tangent
line 9c with clockwise rotation by pi .
1This grading is continuous because the curve X is never tangent to the foliation.
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Lemma 6.6. In the Hall algebra FpD2, 4q,
X 1 “ rE2,1, E1,0sq and Y 1 “ rE3,0, E2,0sq.
Proof. The identity X 1 “ rE2,1, E1,0sq , must hold in the triangle
F1 :“ E1, F2 :“ E2 and F3 :“ X 1 (6.6)
which is contained in the standard form of the disk pD2, 4q , see Def. 6.3. The foliation
data is given by
fp1q “ 0, fp2q “ 1 and fp3q “ 0.
Within this disk pD2, 3q , Theorem 5.16 implies the convolution relation
F3,1 “ rF2,2´fp3q´fp1q, F1,1´fp3qsq “ rF2,2, F1,1sq. (6.7)
By Cor. 5.11, the inclusion of the triangle into the disk pD2, 4q induces a monomor-
phism determined on generators by Eqn. (6.6). The image of the identity (6.7) under
this map is X 1 “ rE2,1, E1,0sq after shifting by σ . The proof that Y 1 “ rE3,0, E2,0sq
is similar and omitted. 
Lemma 6.7. The graded resolutions of X 1 and Y 1 are as follows.
Y 1#X 1 “ E3 \ E1 and σY 1#X 1 “ σE2 \ σE4 (6.8)
The proposition below combines the above results with the local computation in
Lemma 6.1.
Proposition 6.8. In the Hall algebra FpD2, 4q, the curves X 1 and Y 1 satisfy the
relation below.
rX 1, Y 1s1 “
$&%
pq ´ q´1qX 1#Y 1 if ipX 1, Y 1q “ 1
´pq ´ q´1qX 1#Y 1 if ipX 1, Y 1q “ 0
0 otherwise
(6.9)
Proof. Using the foliation data in standard form Eqn. (6.5), Lemma 6.1 becomes
rX, σ`Y s1 “ pq ´ q´1qδ`,1E2,1E4,1 ´ pq ´ q´1qδ`,0E1,0E3,0. (6.10)
By Lemma 6.6, X 1 “ rE2,1, E1,0sq and Y 1 “ rE3,0, E2,0sq so that X “ X 1 and
Y “ Y 1 by the assumptions of Lemma 6.1. Therefore rX 1, Y 1s1 “ rX, σ0Y s1 “
´pq ´ q´1qE1,0E3,0 using Eqn. (6.10). On the other hand, ´pq ´ q´1qE1,0E3,0 “
´pq ´ q´1qY 1#X 1 by Lemma 6.7. Since ipX 1, Y 1q “ 0 in standard form, the second
equation in (6.9) above must hold.
The rest of the argument is similar after suspending Y 1 and using Eqn. (4.2).

There is also boundary skein analogue of the proposition above.
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Corollary 6.9. Suppose X and Y are graded arcs in a disk which intersect the same
marked interval and that X is clockwise from Y . Then in the algebra FpD2,mq,
XY ´ qrpY,XqY X “
"
X#Y if ipY,Xq “ 1
0 if ipY,Xq ‰ 1 (6.11)
where
rpY,Xq :“
" p´1qipY,Xq if ipY,Xq ě 1
p´1q1`ipY,Xq if ipY,Xq ă 1. (6.12)
Proof. The details are the same as Proposition 6.8 above except the equations
X 1 “ E1#σE2 and Y 1 “ E3#E2
are used in place of Lemma 6.7. To see that they hold, one checks that ιpE1, σE2q “ 1
and observes that the resolution in Definition 6.5 is isotopic to X 1 as graded curves.

Remark 6.10. We expect that the relations in Proposition 6.8 and Corollary 6.9
can be used to define a graded version of the HOMFLY-PT skein algebra, but we
will leave details to later work.
Having established the graded skein relation, Eqn. (6.9), in the disk pD2, 4q , the
theorem below extends this result to an arbitrary finitary surface using the embedding
criteria established earlier in Section 5.1.
Theorem 6.11. Suppose that a and b are graded arcs whose endpoints intersect four
distinct marked intervals in a finitary marked surface pS,Mq. If a and b intersect
uniquely at a point p and ippa, bq “ 1 then the graded HOMFLY-PT skein relation
ra, bs1 “ pq ´ q´1qa#pb
holds in the Fukaya Hall algebra FpS,Mq.
Proof. The regular neighborhood NpaY bq Ă S of the union of the arcs a and b is a
graded disk pD2,Λ4q . The four marked intervals of this disk contain the endpoints of
a and b . This observation determines an inclusion ι : pNpaYbq, 4,Λ4q Ñ pS,M,Aq of
marked surfaces where A is any arc system containing the boundary arcs of NpaYbq .
Since this map takes the four marked intervals of the disk to four distinct marked
intervals of M , it induces an injection between the path components of the marked
intervals. Corollary 5.12 implies that there is an associated monomorphism ι˚ :
FpNpaYbq, 4q Ñ FpS,Mq . Proposition 6.8 above shows that the skein relation holds
in the Hall algebra FpNpaY bq, 4q of the disk, so it must also hold in the Fukaya Hall
algebra FpS,Mq of the surface S . 
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Appendices
Appendix I relates the elements zpa,bq,n P DHapAm´1q to Lusztig’s PBW basis.
Appendix II contains an index of notation, a summary of relations which hold among
the elements zpa,bq,n and some remarks about q -commutators and q -Jacobi relations.
Appendix I: Relation to the PBW basis. Lusztig has defined a Poincaré-
Birkhoff-Witt (PBW) basis of the quantum group Uvpgq using a braid group action
on Uvpgq together with a choice of reduced expression for the longest word in the
Weyl group (see [Lus10]). In this section we recall an alternative description Brun-
dan gave for this basis in type A , for a particular choice of reduced expression (see
[Bru98, Sec. 3]). This description shows that in the interpretation of Uvpslmq´ as the
(degree 0 part of the) Hall algebra of the Fukaya category of a disk, Lusztig’s PBW
basis generators correspond to arcs between marked segments of the boundary. We
show that the HOMFLY skein relations in the Hall algebra of the Fukaya category
of the disk allow Lusztig’s PBW generators to be reordered, which gives a simple
presentation for Uvpslmq´ . Some of these relations have appeared in the literature
before (see [Bru98, Ros89]), but we include them since they have a nice interpreta-
tion in terms of the Fukaya category, and since they look particularly simple in the
present notation.
Brundan uses the following notation for the quantum group Uvpslmq´ : it is gener-
ated by elements Fi for 1 ď i ď m , with the relations
F 2i Fj ´ pv ` v´1qFiFjFi ` FjF 2i “ 0 if |i´ j| “ 1,
FjFi “ FiFj if |i´ j| ě 2
We now recall Brundan’s characterization of Lusztig’s PBW generators.
Lemma 6.12 ([Bru98, Lemma 3.5]). Let F 1i,j (for 1 ď i ă j ď m) be Lusztig’s
PBW generators, and rescale them by Fi,j :“ v1´j`iF 1i,j . Then the Fi,j are uniquely
characterized by the identities
Fi,i`1 “ Fi
Fi,j “ rFi`1,j, Fisv´1 for 1 ď i ă j ´ 1 ă m
Remark 6.13. Three remarks are in order here.
(1) For brevity we have suppressed the choice of reduced word needed in the
above statement (for details see [Bru98, Sec. 3]).
(2) Lusztig’s braid group action does not preserve the subalgebra Uvpslmq´ Ă
Uvpslmq . It is a nontrivial part of the above lemma that the elements Fi,j actu-
ally are contained in the subalgebra Uvpslmq´ , even though they are originally
defined in terms of the braid group action.
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(3) We have rescaled Lusztig’s PBW generators to simplify the powers of v in
the relations they satisfy.
Proposition 6.14 ([Lus90, 4.5]). The set# ź
1ďiăjďm
F
Npi,jq
i,j | Npi,jq P N
+
is a basis for Uvpslmq´ over Zrv, v´1s. (The order of the terms of the product is the
lexicographic order: pi, jq ă pi1, j1q if i ă i1 or if i “ i1 and j ă j1 .)
We now show that the HOMFLY-PT skein relations give a PBW presentation
of Uqpslmq´ in terms of the generators Fi,j . In other words, these relations allow
arbitrary products of the Fi,j to be reordered lexicographically in an obvious way.
The first relation is the HOMFLY-PT skein relation in the interior of the disk, and
the last three are the boundary skein relations.
Lemma 6.15. The algebra Uqpslmq´ has a presentation with generators Fi,j for
1 ď i ă j ď m and the following relations for a ă b ă c ă d:
rFa,c, Fb,ds1 “ pv´1 ´ vqFa,dFb,c (6.13)
rFa,b, Fc,ds1 “ 0 (6.14)
rFa,d, Fb,cs1 “ 0 (6.15)
rFb,c, Fa,bsv´1 “ Fa,c (6.16)
rFa,c, Fb,csv´1 “ 0 (6.17)
rFa,c, Fa,bsv´1 “ 0 (6.18)
Proof. We only sketch the proof since most of the relations have appeared previously.
To prove the listed relations we use the map ϕ : Uvpslmq´ Ñ DHapAmq defined by
ϕpvq “ q´1, ϕpFiq “ zi,0
It is easy to see that ϕ is injective, and from Lemma 6.12 and Proposition 3.5, it
follows that
ϕpFi,jq “ zpi,jq,0
Relation (6.13) is the first relation in Remark 6.2, and relations (6.14) and (6.15)
follow from the fact that disjoint arcs in the Fukaya category commute in the Hall
algebra. Relation (6.16) is Proposition 3.5 (or Lemma 6.12), and relations (6.17) and
(6.18) can be proved using straightforward modifications of arguments in Theorem
3.6.
Let U be the quotient of the free algebra on the Fi,j modulo the listed relations.
So far we showed that there is an algebra map ϕ : U Ñ Uvpslmq . The listed relations
show that any product of the Fi,j can be written as a linear combination of products
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of the Fi,j in lexicographical order. Proposition 6.14 shows that (images under ϕ of)
these products form a basis of Uvpslmq , so ϕ bijects a spanning set to a basis and is
therefore an isomorphism. 
Remark 6.16. Alternatively, one can use Ringel’s theorem to produce an identifi-
cation between the PBW basis elements and the generators zpa,bq,0 . The Hall algebra
elements zpa,bq,0 are precisely those associated to indecomposable modules in the
abelian category RepFqpAm´1q .
Appendix II: Notation and Miscellanea.
Glossary of notation.
#p Def. 6.5i,j Def. 5.22
xj, kye Not. 5.24
xky, xkyh Eqn. 4.4
\i,j Def. 5.21
|γ| Def. 4.2
ran, . . . , a1sq Def. 3.1
a1,2,3 Prop. 5.28
arc see pI, c, c˜q , I “ r0, 1s
arc system §4.1.2
α Thm. 5.23
αA1,A sheaf map, Cor. 5.4
A arc system, §4.1.2
Am´1 Rmk. 2.12
boundary arc §4.1.2
boundary path Def. 4.2
β Thm. 5.23
βA,A1 sheaf map, Cor. 5.4
C A8 -category, Def. 4.1
disk sequence Def. 4.2
pD2,mq See §4.3
DpipCq Def. 4.8
DpiFpS,Aq Def. 4.2 & Def. 4.8
DH Thm. 2.6
DHa Def. 2.8
DHapAm´1q Rmk. 2.12
DHapQq Eqn. (2.2)
e Eqns. (5.14)& (5.20)
e0 foliation data for standard form,
(6.5)
η grading, §4.1.1
Ei, Ei,n Not. 4.11
f Eqns. (5.14)& (5.20)
fpS,Aq composition subalgebra, Def. 5.1
foliation data Not. 4.11
full arc system §4.1.2
φ Proof of Thm. 5.16
φ, φi Prop. 4.14
F free algebra
FLX,Y Def. 2.5
FpS,Mq Fukaya Hall algebra, Def. 5.6
FpS,Aq Fukaya category, Def. 4.2
g Eqns. (5.14)& (5.20)
grading §4.1.1
h : Λ Ñ Z Not. 4.11
H0pCq Def. 4.5
HompX,LqY Not. 2.4
ippc, dq intersection index, §4.1.1
internal arc §4.1.2
I 1-manifold, §4.1.1
I vertices, §2.2
pI, c, c˜q curve, §4.1.1
k field, often k “ Fq
κ, κ¯ Def. 5.1 & Thm. 5.16
Λ, Λm Not. 4.11
µd Def. 4.1
M marked intervals, §4.1.2
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MpS,Mq arc system category, Def. 5.5
ppkq p´1qk
ψ Proof of Thm. 5.16
Π Prop. 4.6
Π1 paths, §4.1
Q quiver, §2.2
rpY,Xq Cor. 6.9
RepkpQq §2.2
σ, σn suspension, §4.1.1
S surface, §4.1.2
BS boundary, §4.1.2
pS,Aq surface & arc system, §4.1.2
pS,Mq surface & marked intervals, §4.1.2
Σ Def. 4.3
τ §4.3
T triangulated category
Tw Def. 4.4
ZX orbit of X under Z action
zi, zi,n Prop. 2.11
zpa,bq,n Def. 3.4
Arc relations. The table below summarizes the key results of Section 3. In each
case there are elements zpa,bq,n P DHapAm´1q , see Def. 3.4, and the endpoints of the
elements are always in alphabetical order: 1 ď a ă b ă c ă d ď m .
(S0) rzpb,cq,n, zpa,bq,nsq “ zpa,cq,n Finger relation
(S1) rzpa,cq,n, zpb,cq,n´1sq “ zpa,bq,n Boundary skein relation 1
(S1’) rzpa,bq,n`1, zpa,cq,nsq “ zpb,cq,n Boundary skein relation 1’
(S2) rzpa,dq,n, zpb,cq,n´1s1 “ 0 Interwoven commutativity
(S3) rzpa,bq,n, zpc,dq,ks1 “ 0 Distant commutativity
(S4) rzpa,bq,n, zpa,bq,n`ksq2p´1qk “ δk,1q´1{pq2 ´ 1q Self-skein relation
q -Analogues of the Lie bracket and Lemmas. If A is a Zrqs-algebra and x, y P A
then the q -analogue of the Lie bracket rx, ysq P A is defined by the equation below.
rx, ysq :“ xy ´ qyx
This q -commutator satisfies a number of elementary algebraic identities which are
used throughout the paper above.
Proposition 6.17. The q -analogue of the Lie bracket satisfies the two algebraic
identities below.
(AS) q -antisymmetry:
rx, ysq “ ´qry, xsq´1 .
(OJ) omni-Jacobi:
rx, ry, zsacsab ` arz, rx, ysabcsa´1 ` abry, rz, xscsb´1 “ 0 where a, b, c P Qpqq.
All instances of anti-commuting brackets and Jacobi relations in this paper can be
derived from the equations above. Below we introduce a shorthand notation for the
application of the omni-Jacobi relation.
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Notation 6.18. Within the body of a proof the shorthand (OJ)ru, v, ws will be used
to denote the relation obtained from the omni-Jacobi relation after performing the
substitution a “ u , b “ v and c “ w . For example, (OJ)r1, 1, qs is the equation
rx, ry, zsqs1 ` rz, rx, ysqs1 ` ry, rz, xsqs1 “ 0.
The q -Jacobi relation will sometimes be used in the shortened form featured below.
Lemma 6.19. If A is a Zrqs-algebra then the following identities hold:
rrx, ysf , zsg “ rrx, zsg, ysf if ry, zs1 “ 0 (6.19)
rx, ry, zsf sg “ ry, rx, zsgsf if rx, ys1 “ 0 (6.20)
rx, ry, zsf sg “ rrx, ysg, zsf if rx, zs1 “ 0 (6.21)
Proof. The arguments for these identities are essentially identical so we only in-
clude the proof of Equation (6.20), which follows from the omni-Jacobi relation
(OJ)rfg, f´1, g´1s ,
rx, ry, zsf sg “ fgrz, rx, ys1sf´1g´1 ´ βry, rz, xsg´1sf
“ 0` ry, rx, zsgsf .

The lemma below states that if the elements of two words in an algebra individually
q -commute then the two words must q -commute.
Lemma 6.20. Suppose that A is a Zrqs-algebra and two elements: x “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xm ,
y “ y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yn satisfy rxi, yjsaij “ 0 for 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď n. Then rx, ysρ “ 0
where ρ “śi,j aij .
Proof. By assumption one can move each term in y past each term in x at the
expense of multiplying by a factor of aij . Commuting all of the y terms past all of
the x terms gives a product ρ of all aij . 
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